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Track  maintenance cri t ical  year-round, 
not j ust during inclement w eather

With cancellations due to poor track conditions appearing to be on the rise, expert track builder Dan Coon 
said more attention and resources needs to be put on maintaining proper surfaces year-round.

by Brett Sturman

   Tracks have seen accelerated cancellation rates of live race 

cards over the course of this winter. Many of these 

cancellations can be attributed fairly to forces beyond their 

control, but there remains an excess number of cancellations 

that could be perceived as less forgivable.

   Such was the case last month when Yonkers lost nearly an 

entire week of racing due to an inability to timely remove 

snow from the track. Just this week, additional days of racing 

were lost at Monticello due to the thawing of the track as 

temperatures have predictably risen into March. The same 

reason was given for recent cancellations from Buffalo. The 

list goes on. Pocono lost its opening weekend in February. 

Even tracks that up until recent years wouldn?t have 

canceled under any circumstance, such as Northfield Park, 

has canceled multiple cards along with fellow Ohio track 

Miami Valley at the onset of inclement weather.

   With the cancellations has come a rising level of 

frustration. It?s one thing to cancel the day of a major storm, 
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but it?s another to prolong the cancellations for additional 

days and perhaps even worse, then try to race only to have 

the card canceled because of poor track conditions. That too, 

has happened at multiple tracks throughout the winter.

   No one knows more about racetrack design and the 

challenges faced by winter than Dan Coon. Dan and his 

brother Greg are sons of the late hall-of-famer Chuck Coon 

and have built or at some point maintained most tracks in 

the sport, as well as currently consult for tracks all over the 

world. Dan?s expertise in racetrack maintenance is second to 

none.

   For Dan, there?s certainly an understanding as to 

challenges that arise throughout a winter. Though, I don?t 

sense he would allow them to serve as excuses.

   ?Freeze-thaw cycles cause certain issues, but I came from a 

different era at Hawthorne Racecourse in Chicago in January,? 

said Dan. ?And they would stop at absolutely nothing to get 

to a live race card. If there?s a foot of snow and you?ve got six 

hours to post, it can be dealt with, period. Back then, it would 

snow all day, and there would be racing at night. In Canada, 

Greenwood, Woodbine, Mohawk ? there was a day when if 

you got a foot of snow, you got rid of it; simple. Whether it 

takes one loader, one grader and two dump trucks ? or two 

graders, four dump trucks and four loaders in the afternoon ? 

there are ways to deal with winter-time issues, but you have 

to make the financial commitment.?

   Issues seen at this time of year, aren?t solely specific to 

when tracks need attention. A topic he speaks passionately 

about, Dan said, ?If you?re asking for my opinion, more 

attention should be given to the track condition in December, 

in March, in August and in November. It?s not about winter or 

any particular season; it?s all of the above. There?s days in the 

middle of June where the track isn?t perfect, and that?s 

inexcusable.?

   As a builder known for both speed and for safety in 
racetracks, the latter remains of paramount concern for Dan.

Dave Landry

Dan Coon at Red M i le in 2018.
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2-year-olds

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Breeders Crown®
Cane Pace
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
The Elevation
Fox Stake
Hambletonian®
Hoosier Stake
The Horseman
Kentuckiana Stallion Mgt. Pace
Kentuckiana Stallion Mgt. Trot
Keystone Classics
Landmark Stake E.C.
Liberty Bell
Madison County
Matron Series
MGM Grand Messenger
PA All-Stars
Progress Pace
W. N. Reynolds Memorial E.C.
John Simpson Memorial E.C.
Tompkins-Geers E.C.
Ralph Wilfong
MGM Yonkers Trot

3-year-olds
For these 2021 Events:
(Previous payments must have

been made to be eligible)

Breeders Crown®
Earl Beal Memorial
Circle City
Courageous Lady (Filly)
Crossroads of America
Delmonica Hanover (Filly)
Carl Erskine
Max Hempt Memorial
Jenna’s Beach Boy
Keystone Classics
Landmark Stake E.C.
Phil Langley Memorial
Liberty Bell
James Lynch Memorial (Filly)
Matron Series
Monument Circle
PA All-Stars
Pegasus Series
W. N. Reynolds Memorial E.C.
John Simpson Memorial E.C.
Star Destroyer Series
Thanksgiving Classic Series
Tompkins-Geers E.C.
USS Indianapolis Mem. (Filly)

Open Events
Breeders Crown®
Caesar’s Trotting Classic
Clara Barton Distaff Pace
Dan Patch
Dayton Trotting & Pacing Derbies
Dayton Distaff Pacing Derby
Hoosier Park Pacing Derby
Spirit of Massachusetts Trot

PAYMENTS DUE MARCH 15*
One list and one check keeps your horses eligible to these top events.

MEADOWLANDS
AT THE

Be sure to check our websiteBe sure to check our website
for complete conditions, race datesfor complete conditions, race dates

and payment forms!and payment forms!

The Hambletonian Society | Breeders Crown • 109 South Main Street, Suite 18 • Cranbury, NJ 08512-3174
Phone: 609-371-2211  •  Fax: 609-371-8890  •  Web: hambletonian.com

http://www.hambletonian.com
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   ?Obviously, safety is first and foremost. Look, if a track is 

unsafe, I?ll be knocking on the door saying that this isn?t safe. 

If it?s after the fifth race and there?s washouts or frozen spots 

or some unsafe condition, then I?ll call them. And likewise, if 

it?s safe, I think we ought to go. And if it isn?t safe but I can 

delay for 40 minutes to see if we can improve things and 

make it safe, I think we ought to try it.?

   He said he doesn?t believe the cancellations are a result of 

a lacking skill; in fact, he feels quite the opposite.

   ?I think there are some very, very skilled and motivated 

track curators. But if they go to the grader that?s 30 years old 

that they need to jump start and it takes 45 minutes to start, 

that?s not their fault. They?re very motivated and just like 

trainers and everyone else, they don?t want to lose days. And 

now we?re back to, ?How much do you want to spend to get 

this right?? There?s a will out there, we?ve just got to focus.?

   One other topic that Dan said he takes exception to is the 

sometimes misleading track designation ?sloppy? to the 

condition of a track.

   ?When it rains maybe an inch in two days of soft rain, it 

makes the track soft. But when it rains an inch in a half-hour 

the track gets hard. But they still call it sloppy. That doesn?t 

make sense to me. What it should be is wet-fast. How do you 

call a track with no cushion sloppy. If you?re a gambler and 

the Meadowlands comes up sloppy and they?re still going in 

1:49, something?s up. It?s counter intuitive to call it sloppy 

when its? really wet-fast.?

   Asked about the role that track surface plays in fast times 

seen by horses today, Dan said, ?I think the tracks that are 

elevated properly and the tracks that maintain the correct 

cushion, are the ones that are not only the fastest but the 

safest.

   ?Many people confuse hard with fast, and that?s a mistake. 
And we?ve proven that every day at Lexington, it?s surface is 
like a carpet. I own and operate the starting gate at the Red 
Mile, so I?m in every race. And if it?s too hard I?m pretty sure 
that I?m going to find out from the horsemen. They?re a 
valuable fountain of information. These are people that have 
a lot at stake and I consider it my job either as a consultant 
at different racetracks around the world, or as an official at 
places like the Red Mile or Delaware at the Little Brown Jug, 
to get their input. And most times they will tell you the 
truth.?

   After this winter, a hard look should be given into what 

commitments and resources are needed to reduce lost days 

in upcoming seasons.

Dave Landry

Dan Coon (at Red M i le in 2017) said, ?Obviously, safety is f i rst and 
foremost. I f  a track  is unsafe, I?l l  be k nock ing on the door saying 
that th is isn?t safe?  (but i f ) I  can delay for 40 minutes to see i f  w e 
can improve th ings and mak e i t safe, I  th ink  w e ought to try i t .?
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Multiple Stakes
Winning Son
Of Muscle Hill

Book Full
For 2021

Long Tom’s oldest foals are 2021 two-year-olds.
Watch for them as they make their racing debut!

2,1:55.2; 3,1:52.1 ($410,513)   Muscle Hill-Ilia-Windsong’s Legacy

Grand Circuit
Stakes Winner
At 2 & 3 With
Tremendous
Pedigree!

A multiple Grand Circuit stakes winner, Long Tom is by the sport’s leading trotting sire, Muscle Hill
and the second foal of Ilia, her first being multiple stakes winner Tight Lines 1:51.2f ($618,716).

Long Tom is also a half-brother to Breeders Crown runner-up In Range 2,1:54.1 ($411,003) and a full
brother to Tippet, who sold for $400,000 at the 2020 Standardbred Horse Sale. 

Ilia is from the maternal family of Yankee Duchess, the third dam of Muscle Hill, thus Long Tom carries
three doses of this modern foundation mare with a 4x5x5 cross.

LONG TOM
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Loew e w arns track s w i l l  soon 
have di f f icul ty f inding qual i f ied 
employees
The recently-retired Penn National executive and former 
horseman said few people are qualified for specialized racetrack 
work and few are in the pipeline. He also has strong beliefs 
about who should pay to market the sport and the role of 
publicly-traded casino-run tracks.

by Dave Briggs

   On the long list of horse racing?s problems, Mark Loewe 
said one few people talk about is the lack of qualified people 
to work on the racetrack side of the business.

   Loewe, 63, is the rare person with the experience to view 
the industry from both a horseman and racetrack executive?s 
perspective. He was in the game for 42 years in total before 
retiring in December of 2020 as the vice-president of racing 
for two of Penn National Gaming?s tracks ?  The Meadows 
near Pittsburgh and thoroughbred?s Mahoning Valley in 

Brad Conrad

M ark  Loew e (lef t) w i th Hal l  of  Fame drivers Dave Palone, John 
Campbel l  and Dav id M i l ler at Dayton in 2016.
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Youngstown, OH. Loewe has also been a director with the 
United States Trotting Association (USTA) for three different 
districts.

   ?I?ve been preaching this for the last 15 years. Everybody 
keeps talking about their concern with the lack of horses or 
horse population shortage and I?ve always said that won?t be 
an issue as much as the lack of qualified people to do the 
jobs on the racetracks, from track maintenance to driving a 
starting gate or being a charter. You don?t see people lining 
up every day saying, ?Pick me, I want to do that,?? Loewe said. 
?I don?t want to talk too much thoroughbred, but it?s even 
worse on the thoroughbred side. You?ve got valets, you?ve got 
people that have to stand in a starting gate with a 
1,000-pound animal trying to knock their head off. I don?t see 
young people lining up saying, ?Hey, that?s a great job.?

   ?We?ve even reached out a couple of times to universities, 
trying to get into the agricultural departments. It?s tough.?

   Loewe also has strong opinions about the role of 
casino-owned racetracks and who should be responsible for 
marketing horse racing.

   ?I have to give (Penn National) credit, and I know a lot of 
people don?t believe it, but I still think that they are one of 
the few casino companies that does care about racing, but 
they also care about the economic model and bottom line. As 
a publicly traded company, they have responsibilities and 
have to make some hard decisions,? Loewe said.

   ?They wouldn?t have (Penn National?s vice-president of 
racing) Chris (McErlean) still there and myself working there 
that many years and hiring good people on the racing side if 
they didn?t have some faith in it. I had a racing budget and 
the casino had its budget. I had to work to make my numbers 
work and sometimes they did and sometimes they didn?t, but 
they certainly just didn?t ignore racing and let it fall into 
disarray.?

   Loewe said what people need to realize is that most casino 

companies that own racetracks are publicly traded and have 
stockholders.

   ?Most of the stockholders don?t care about the racing, 

probably, but it?s a question of doing what they have a 
responsibility to do from a fiduciary responsibility while 
trying to continue to let racing be a part of their portfolio,? 
Loewe said.

   That said, Loewe believes horsepeople should pick up the 

tab for marketing.

   ?This may be controversial, but it?s their product. As a 

permit holder, yes, we make some money and we?re able to 

have a casino, but we give you a venue for you to be 
successful and make money,? Loewe said. ?Should there be 
some partnership involved? Yes, but it?s now different than 
when I was at a meeting in Ohio with the thoroughbred 
breeders. I said, ?Okay, let me ask you a question, I?ll give you 
$100,000 right now, what are you going to do with it?? And 
it?s ?I don?t know.??

   Loewe said the money spent to market the casino must 

always be justified.

   ?They will only spend it if it generates enough revenue to 

justify it,? he said.

   ?If I invest $100,000 in marketing and strictly on a racing 

venue and I?ve got a blended takeout of 20 per cent and 
after taxes and everything I?m getting about eight per cent?  
how many more pari-mutuel dollars am I going to get to 
justify that $100,000 investment and how many do I need? 
Am I going to get a million dollars more in handle in the 
building to justify that $100,000 investment??

   On the opposite side, Loewe said tracks are very much 

responsible for providing a safe environment for the horses.

   ?If you?re going to make changes, you can?t make changes 

that are going to have a negative impact on the horse 
population or the welfare of the horses,? Loewe said. ?We 
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were fortunate and (during the lockdown) I was able to fight 
for keeping my staff in those areas pretty much status quo?  
The last thing you want is catastrophic injuries and (have 
horsepeople) say, ?Well, you haven?t taken good care of the 
track.??

   Loewe graduated from St. John?s University in 1978 with a 

degree in government and politics and two days later was 
working as a groom for Bill Popfinger. That fall, Happy Escort 
won the Little Brown Jug and his caretaker, Mark Loewe, was 
by his side in the winner?s circle.

   Later, when training his own stable, Loewe had stints 

conditioning such standouts as Threefold and Goalie Jeff. He 
was also the original trainer of Fake Left, who was sold at 
the end of his 2-year-old season and went on to win the 
1992 Little Brown Jug for trainer George Sholty and driver 
Ron Waples at 3.

   By the end of 1991, Loewe had already moved on from 

training to become a TV handicapper at Pompano Park. He 
worked on the management side in the 30 years since, 
spending time at nine racetracks in all ?  Pompano (for 13 
years), Prairie Meadows and seven tracks once he was hired 
by Penn National in 2010.

   Loewe?s decision to retire came after a challenging 2020. 

He was furloughed for two months during the early days of 
the pandemic and then, once he returned to work, he had to 
deal with managing two racetracks with a skeleton staff.

   ?There were some real times of concern: what?s going to 

happen to Penn? How long can this go on? It?s not just in 
Mahoning Valley or Dayton or The Meadows, it?s 42 
properties nationwide, with 13 racing facilities. If you shutter 
that for an extended amount of time, people get nervous and 
rightly so.

   ?There was a challenge of trying to keep the horsemen in 

business and giving them the opportunity to keep their 
horses fit and trained up and keeping backsides open 
without any revenues coming in to offset the expenses 
involved. Then, furloughing a lot of people with a lot of 
those people not coming back because?  on the casino side, 
they were able to reopen but with limited capacity. So, 
obviously, you don?t need as many team members working if 
you don?t have any many poker tables open or restaurants 
open and things of that nature.?

   All this while Loewe was mostly living apart from his wife, 

Janet Terhune, the executive director of the Harness Racing 
Museum and Hall of Fame in Goshen, NY.

   ?I had a life-changing event in 2018 when I married Janet,? 

Loewe said. ?Living apart for a while was okay and then 
having the ability to spend two months at home when I was 
furloughed, it created a lot of dialogue as to whether this 
was the right time to step away. There?s so many other things 
going on in the business and how things are working and 
(issues concerning) the future (of the sport)?  the check 
marks all seemed to line up that this was the right time.?

   Most recently, while still working for Penn National, Loewe 

lived in Youngstown, OH, 10 miles from Mahoning Valley and 
a little more than an hour north of Pittsburgh. More 
importantly, Youngstown is about 400 miles from Goshen 
where Terhune lives.

   ?I can do it between five hours and 30 minutes and five 

hours and 45 minutes,? Loewe said of his many trips back and 
forth in his one-time, long-distance marriage. Today, he?s 
happily living in Goshen with Terhune.

   Loewe has seen a lot of change in his 42 years in the 

industry.

   When he started at Pompano, the Florida tracks had a 

1,000-seat dining room that required reservations on 
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weekends if you wanted to get a table.

   ?I was fortunate to train when they still had the training 

side (at Pompano), as well as the racing side. You?d be on the 

racetrack every morning with (Stanley) Dancer and (Billy) 

Haughton and (George) Sholty. Those are some pretty good 

memories, to share the racetrack with those guys and how 

much I learned just by watching,? Loewe said.

   ?From the racing side, obviously, when I first got involved there 

was no such thing as electronic eligibilities or electronic draw or 

any of the nuances that are available today just due to technology 

changes, so those are drastic change.

   ?Catch drivers also became a big thing during those years.

   ?Simulcasting was really in its infancy when I first got 

involved. As it turns out, what we thought was a great thing, 

wasn?t such a great thing for the industry now because the 

business model doesn?t work.?

   Loewe also played a key role in the dawn of the racino era.

   ?I started at Pompano when it was still owned by the Van 

Lenneps, when it was privately owned and I was there when 

the first casino company bought in, which was Isle of Capri. 

After that, it was Prairie Meadows racino and basically 

everywhere else I went there was a racino or there was 

going to be one eventually.?

   Loewe said he believes the horse racing industry will 

continue to shrink.

   ?I definitely think you?re going to see more contraction in racing. 

Some of these small operations are really going to struggle to 

survive because of all these things we?ve spoken about,? he said.

   ?By the same token, you can still have elite racing with 

great horses?  Great horses will always bring people out?  

There?s always going to be a small group of people that are 

passionate about it and as long as legislation doesn?t make it 

more difficult to run racetracks ? that?s my big concern with 

the Integrity Act, there?s so much of it that?s unknown in 

terms of funding and things of that nature. If it really 

becomes an economic burden on racetracks?  it?s going to go 

through the racing commissions and they are going to 

decide and come up with some money to pay the bills.

    "Going back to fiduciary responsibilities in gaming 

companies, if you start hitting them with more financial 

burden, I believe they will aggressively look to de-couple to 

get away from those expenses that aren?t necessary, in their 

opinion."

   Still, Loewe said it is ?a great time to race horses? due to 

purse levels.

   ?It?s a lot of money. An average $20,000 claimer can make 

$80,000 or $90,000 or $100,000 and it?s a pretty good time 

to own a horse if you have the ability to do that,? he said.

   As for his career, Loewe said he is most proud that he had 

integrity and ?always did things the right way? as a trainer. 

On the executive side, he said he is most proud to have 

learned from some brilliant men.

   ?I probably had the smartest racetrack executives to 

mentor me, first it was John Cashman (at Pompano) and then 

it was Chris McErlean.

   ?Then, the ability to build two new racetracks (Ohio?s 

Dayton Raceway and Mahoning Valley) from the ground up 

and be involved from day one in construction and design and 

getting feedback,? Loewe said. ?I don?t want to beat my chest, 

but most people will tell you that Dayton paddock is the 

best paddock in the country.?

   On a personal front, Loewe joked he spent January 

sleeping, but is now looking forward to enjoying all he loves 

about the industry with his wife by his side.

   ?Things are looking up that maybe we?ll be able to start 

going to racetracks again,? he said. ?I definitely want to enjoy 

maybe having the opportunity to spend a week or two in 

Lexington and go to the sales again and look at horses, 

things of that nature.?
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M ohaw k  M i l l ion slot ow ners 
revealed
by Mark McKelvie /  Woodbine communications

   Woodbine Entertainment has proudly revealed the names 
of the slot owners for the second edition of the Mohawk 
Million for 2-year-old trotters on Saturday, Sept. 25 at 
Woodbine Mohawk Park.

   A total of nine slots were available for purchase at the cost 
of $100,000 (CAD) each for entry in the $1 million (CDN) 
Mohawk Million. The deadline to purchase a slot was 
reached on Feb. 15 with all slots sold. The 10th and final slot 
will be awarded to the winner of the William Wellwood 
Memorial on Sept. 11.

   The slot owners for the 2021 Mohawk Million are:

Brad Grant
Crawford Farms
Determination (two slots)
EquineX (two slots)
Gino Toscani (two slots)
Steve Heimbecker

   The owners of the slots are not required to declare a 
2-year-old trotter for the race until entry time and the slot is 
an entity that may be sold, traded or subject to lease. Each 
slot owner was required to submit $50,000 per slot by the 
Feb. 15 deadline. The remaining $50,000 is due by June 1.

   The Mohawk Million will take place along with the 
$850,000 Metro Pace for 2-year-old pacers on Sept. 25, 
putting the sport?s two richest races for freshmen on the 
same card.

   The $540,000 Shes A Great Lady for 2-year-old pacing 
fill ies will also take place on the Mohawk Million card, which 
will feature total purses of more than $2.6 million.

   Fans can track the march to the Mohawk Million by 
following @WoodbineSB on Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram. The official hashtag of harness racing?s richest 
race for 2-year-olds is #MohawkMillion.
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Jessica Otten to be the host 
Saturday on In The Sulk y
In honor of International Woman?s Day, the Big M broadcaster 
will have her first turn in the In The Sulky broadcaster?s chair 
and will interview trainer Julie Miller.

by Debbie Little

   For the first time there will be two women on The 
Meadowlands? ?In The Sulky? live pre-game show segment.

   In early recognition of International Women?s Day, The Big 
M?s Jessica Otten will be the host of the Saturday night 
(March 6) spot and interview trainer Julie Miller.

   When Miller was approached by Otten to do the interview, 
she thought it would just be a 30-second interview in the 
paddock between races, until Otten told her to show up early 
before the card.

   Miller is honored to be chosen to be interviewed in 
recognition of International Women?s Day and the fact that 
Otten is doing the interview just makes it more special.

   ?It just shows the progression of the sport,? said Miller. ?It?s 
nice to see her come out here from the Midwest and how 
she?s blossomed and she?s doing a super job up there. It just 
shows you when you?re driven and focused what you can do.?

   The pre-game show gets underway at 5:27 p.m. and ?In The 
Sulky? is part of the first block.

   This will be Otten?s first time playing host on ?In The 
Sulky? and only her second time playing host to the 
pre-game show since coming on board at The Meadowlands 
in 2018.

   ?I?m a little nervous, but I feel like I?m ready for it and I?m 
really excited,? said Otten. ?I will host the pre-game show 
with Brett Risi and then once the pre-game show is over, 
[Dave] Brower will jump in the host seat.?

   Otten will then take her usual spot in the paddock for the 
race card, where she will continue to interview women 
trainers competing that night.

   ?I know Nancy [Takter] has one in,? said Otten. ?We can talk 
about the horse she does have racing and what she?s looking 
forward to this year since she?s the 2020 USHWA Trainer of 
the Year.

   ?Sofia Zingale has a horse in and she actually does a lot of 
riding hunter-jumper horses, plus the standardbreds. Not a 
lot of people may know who she is because she?s a little bit 
newer and younger so I?m excited to get her face out there 
and talk about her and what she does.?

   Otten, who splits her time at The Meadowlands as both a 
marketing coordinator and TV talent, also contacted a few 
women handicappers across North America that will be 
giving out best bets and price plays in graphic form on 
Saturday night. In addition, she will be posting content to 
social media.

   ?I run all the [Meadowlands] social media platforms ? 
Instagram, Twitter and Facebook ? so what I?ll do is take 
short video clips and photos of the women that are back 
there and post them throughout the night. And on 
International Women?s Day, which is Monday, March 8, I?ll 
post stuff throughout the day.?

   At this time last year, Otten celebrated some of the track?s 
Courtesy Jessica Otten

Jessica Otten w i l l  play host on In The Sulk y th is Saturday to 
interv iew  Jul ie M i l ler.
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female drivers and trainers by asking five of them the same 
nine questions and then posting their answers with photos 
in magazine-style layouts on social media, but this year 
Otten and Director of TV Oz Colon wanted to up the stakes.

   Colon remembers talking with Otten about what she did 

last year for International Women?s Day and that the two of 

them put their heads together and came up with this year?s 

format. Colon also mentioned that he is happy with the work 

Otten does for TV.

   ?I think she?s doing great,? said Colon. ?I think she?s 

progressed well. She?s really passionate about the game and 

she wants things to work out for the industry as a whole for 

the future.?

   Otten grew up in Lennon, MI, about 10 miles from Sports 

Creek Raceway, where her dad, Peter, always had 20 to 30 

head at their family-owned farm.

   As racing declined in his home state, Peter had to move 

horses over the border to Canada to compete on a regular 

basis.

   Seeing her family have to live apart to do what they loved 

was upsetting to a teenage Otten, who decided to do 

something about it.

   ?[I said] I?m going to write the governor a letter,? she said. 

?Why can?t we get the help we need? Why can?t my family do 

what we love and my dad run his business and all of us be in 

the same place??

   Otten never mailed the letter since she wasn?t sure if the 

governor would ever read it, but at that same time an 

Extended Gaming Bill that would help generate extra 

revenue for purses for the State of Michigan was being 

brought before the State House and Senate.

   So, a 14-year-old Otten went to plead her case.

   ?I told them my story and I read my letter,? she said. ?I 

testified in front of the senators and then a week later I 

testified in front of the house of representatives and the bill 

passed both of them. And then the governor vetoed it, so 

that was pretty upsetting. But it was a really cool 

experience.?

   About five years later, Otten was hired to work on the Post 

Time with Mike &  Mike podcast.

   ?She came to work for us at the Breeders Crown, I believe it 

was 2016,? said Michael Carter, one half of Mike &  Mike. ?She 

was super nervous when she was first going to do [an 

interview] and she didn?t know what to ask per se and I just 

told her be yourself, don?t try to be something you?re not.

   ?It?s amazing to see her progress over the last four or five 

years. One thing I love about Jessica is she can just kind of 

roll with the punches. She doesn?t let things get her down 

and she?s never going to give up on something.?

   Otten is grateful to her Meadowlands family ? especially 

Jeff Gural and Jason Settlemoir ? for giving her this 

opportunity.

   ?When you work with people like Brower and Dave Little 

and Ken [Warkentin], they make you better and they?re always 

there for advice, always there for critiquing,? said Otten. ?And 

I love critiquing because I?m not perfect and I?ve only been 

doing this for two years. I?m learning every day.

   ?Michael Carter has taught me so much about the structure 

of an interview even if our interviews are only 

two-and-a-half minutes long, if that. He?s taught me so much. 

Don?t ask point-blank questions where they can say yes or no 

or a one-word answer. Make it conversational, have them 

have a conversation with you. That way, you can actually talk 

back and forth. You don?t want to be in the spotlight, you 

want them to be in the spotlight.?

   Even with all she has learned and progress she has made, 
Otten knows that there are plenty of haters on social media 
who don?t know her background and knowledge and simply 
judge her by her appearance.

   ??She only has this job because she?s a pretty girl? and I 
don?t want people to look at me like that,? she said. ?I?ve 
always been huge into following this sport. I was born and 
raised in it. It?s in my blood. I love, love, love the horses.?

https://harnessracingupdate.com/
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Presents the 5TH annual  

Mark Austin Memorial 
Pacing Series  

Sponsored by Dresden Agricultural Society – DRESDENEX.COM 
 
ELIGIBLE:  

Maiden pacers, Non-winners of 1 race or $5,000 (F&M $6,000) lifetime, 
as of midnight March 31, 2021. No Allowances.  

 

1st Leg:    Sunday, June 6, 2021        $5,000 G each 
2nd Leg:    Sunday, June 13, 2021       $5,000 G each 
Final:     Sunday, June 20, 2021      $12,000 Added 
 
PAYMENT SCHEDULE 

Nomination Fee:   $100 CAD   ($80 USD)    due Thursday, April 1st, 2021 
Declarations close as posted on weekly condition sheet. 

Draws will be held at Clinton Raceway – 519-482-5270 

 
PREFERRED METHOD OF PAYMENT ONLINE 

@https://woodbine.com/mohawk/standardbred-nomination/ 
**Stakes administration for this event is coordinated by Woodbine Entertainment** 

For more information contact: Dana Keyes  1-888-675-7223 ext. 4306 

NOMINATIONS DUE THURSDAY, APRIL 1ST, 2021 
NAME OF HORSE TATTOO # SEX AGE SIRE DAM 

      

      

      

SEND TO: Woodbine Entertainment, ATT: DANA KEYES, 9430 Guelph Line, Box 160, Campbellville, ON  L0P 1B0 

Make cheques payable to Woodbine Entertainment. Nomination fees must accompany nomination. 

I/We nominate the horse(s) specified on this sheet in the above race(s) and agree to all conditions. 

NOMINATOR: 

 

TRAINER: 

 

TELEPHONE 

#: 

 

CELL PHONE 

#: 

 

SIGNATURE: 

 

EMAIL: 

 

 

ONLINE PAYMENT OPTION @ WOODBINE.COM/MOHAWK/STANDARDBRED-NOMINATION/ 
 

http://www.dresdenex.com
https://woodbine.com/mohawk/standardbred-nomination/


 

 

GENERAL RACING CONDITIONS – Mark Austin Pacing Series  

The Rules of Racing of the Alcohol & Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO) in effect at the time the race is contested shall 

govern this race and any and all entries to the race will be received only with the understanding and on the agreement of 

the subscriber that the Rules of Racing govern, and that the following additional conditions apply: 

 

 
1. At the absolute discretion of the HOST track, the entries of any person (including this entry) or the transfer of any entry 

(including this entry) may at any time be refused and/or cancelled without either notice or reason being given and without liability 

except for the return of any subscriptions paid on an entry or entries refused and/or cancelled. 

2. Subject to the said Rules of Racing, the HOST track reserves the right to cancel the race without liability therefore upon 

repayment of all subscription fees, if any, paid on such cancelled race.  

3. The HOST track reserves the right to change the time and/or place of the race in its absolute discretion, subject, however, to the 

Rules and Regulations of the AGCO.  

4. Purse distribution: 50 per cent, 25 per cent, 12 per cent, 8 per cent, 5 per cent, unless otherwise stated in the conditions.  

5. All races to be a distance of One Mile (1609 M) unless otherwise stated in the conditions.  

6. All nominations will be added to Final.  

7. Maximum 2 horses per trainer in Final.  

8. For each series conducted (unless otherwise stated in conditions): the Final event will be limited to EIGHT horses according to 

the highest money earnings in the series. All horses must declare in for the Final. If one of the EIGHT highest money winners 

fails to declare in for the final, the next highest money winner declared will become eligible to the final. If the number of horses 

tied in money earnings for the last eligible starting position increases the field to more than EIGHT horses, they will be drawn by 

lot to constitute an EIGHT horse field. If enough money winners fail to declare in for the final, starters in the series that are not 

money winners and declared for the final may increase the field to EIGHT horses, and such horses will be drawn by lot. If there is 

more than one division of the preliminary races, each division will race for 100% of the advertised purse. If there are more than 4 

divisions of a preliminary leg, some divisions may be carried over to the next racing day. 

9. Two Also Eligibles may be carried on the Final Event. 

10. Minimum of 14 nominations required to fill the series. If less than 14 nominations are received, the event may proceed at the 

discretion of the HOST track. 

11. U.S. Funds will be accepted at the fees designated on the stake conditions. U.S. funds will be converted to Canadian funds when 

deposited to the bank. U.S. funds will be converted at WEG’s internally published buying rate for US dollars. 

12. All post positions will be drawn by lot unless otherwise stated in the conditions. 

13. In series races a leg or a race may be cancelled if less than five separate betting interests are declared to start or due to weather or 

track conditions. A cancellation of a leg will not affect the running of the remaining legs of the series.  

14. No Also Eligible will draw in to race after wagering has opened. 

15. Qualifying standards for all added money events are governed by the Rules of AGCO. 

16. All nominations must be postmarked no later than due date. Failure to make a payment when it is due constitutes automatic 

withdrawal from the event. Woodbine Entertainment Group recommends that if payments are being mailed, that receipt of 

mailing is kept.  It is suggested that payments be made by registered mail or be hand delivered to ensure safe delivery.  

Payment options are available online @ https://woodbine.com/mohawk/standardbred-nomination/ 
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Preston Shaw  - Ontario?s triple 
threat
by Chris Lomon

   If the shoes fit, you can thank Preston Shaw.

   Busy might not even be the best word to describe a typical 
day in the life of a horseman that counts driving, training and 
shoeing as his standardbred racing roles.

   But for the jack-of-all-trades, the demanding workload is 
hardly unwelcome. In fact, it?s just what he prefers.

   ?I?m not a person that can handle spare time very well. If 
I?m sitting around, I just want to go do something. I love 
what I do and that?s what makes me the happiest,? Shaw said.

   A native of Airdrie, AB, Shaw?s passion for racing comes 
naturally.

   His father, Doug, also a driver/trainer/farrier, and his 
grandmother, Marie Stone, who was in the race bike into her 
late 60s, have each made significant contributions to 
Canadian harness racing.

   Nearly 10 years ago, Preston launched his training career, 
winning one race and posting five top-three finishes from 20 
starts in 2012.

   He recorded his first training victory ? at the age of 18 ? 
on Nov. 16 of that year at Northlands Park when pacer 
Psymadre, a pacing son of D M Dilinger (ON), rallied to win a 
three-way photo over Best For Blues and K B Hercules in 
2:00.2.

   Bred by Maximracingstableinc, Psymadre returned $33.50 
for the victory.

   In 2015, Shaw added driving to his repertoire, winning 15 
races in his rookie race bike campaign.At season?s end, he 

was honored as the Rising Star recipient in Alberta.

   Nearly two years ago, he moved his tack to Ontario.

   While it took time to build up his barn and farrier work, 
business is booming for Preston these days.

   Catch driving, training a stable, and shoeing dozens of 
horses each week when racing is in high gear, the 
26-year-old has settled in comfortably in his relatively new 
surroundings.

   ?It?s about all I can handle,? he said of his three racing gigs 
and a busy schedule helped considerably by his girlfriend, 
Emily Leak. ?I do a lot of different things, but I have a lot of 
good people around me. Emily is a big reason I?m able to do 
what I do. She does 80 per cent of the barn work, which gives 
me the time to train and drive. She?s a big part of us having a 
barn. She owns two of the four horses we have. I also have a 
friend of mine, Colton Griffin, who came from Alberta, and 
he?s learning to shoe. He?s helped me a lot. The two of us 
shoe every day.?

   Preston said he sees the shoeing side of his career as a 
huge benefit to his other roles.

   ?There are lots of reasons shoeing has helped me as a 
driver and a trainer. It helps in all aspects because if I can 
watch how that horse ? not necessarily one that I?m shoeing 
? is doing something out of sync, maybe cross-firing, hitting 
a knee, or this or that, it means I?ve seen them do it at high 
speed, and it helps me when I?m shoeing. I think there?s an 

Courtesy Preston Shaw

Preston Shaw  at Hanover Racew ay.
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advantage with training because we usually buy horses that 
have some type of issue. That?s what I base my horses off of 
? having something to fix. That helps my training.?

   He takes great pride in being able to correct foot issues 
and seeing the subsequent results on the racetrack.

   Fortunately for Preston, he had the ideal mentor to learn 
from.

   ?That?s how my dad was. He was a driver, trainer and did 
shoeing, too. I watched my dad and how he went about 
everything. I do more shoeing than he did, but it?s something 
that I?ve really worked hard on over time. It?s great for a lot 
of reasons, including the ability to have a steady income. On 

a slow week, I?ll shoe 30 horses, and on a good week, it?s 
around 50. I shod quite a bit in Alberta and B.C., maybe 
about 80 or 90 a month, but now since I?ve come to Ontario, 
and people have got to know me, business has really taken 
off.?

   While it can be admittedly hectic at times, Preston has 
worked diligently to perfect the art of time management.

   Getting to that point, however, wasn?t without its share of 
hits and misses.

   Having a team he can count on, he noted, has been the 
difference maker.

   ?I?d say time management and getting out of bed were the 
two biggest challenges I had to conquer,? he said with a 
laugh. ?Once I get going, I?m unstoppable, but getting out of 
bed on certain days, that can be a little tough. On a race day, 
I have to have a certain amount of horses shod before I go to 
the track. If I?m catch driving, it?s an hour from my place 
[Cambridge, ON] to London. It?s all about time management. 
It?s something that I?ve been able to do well at, especially 
here. If you slack during the week, you don?t get a day off. 
Luckily, I have Emily and Colton, who make what I do 
possible. They are a big part of what I do. Having help ? and 
good help ? is a huge plus.?

   Preston?s on-track goals for 2021 aren?t unlike any other 
horseperson?s wish list.

   When he looks at his stat line at the end of the year, he?ll 
be hoping to see increases over his 2020 season.

   Last year, he won 10 races, along with 20 top-three finishes 
from 48 training starts. He posted 26 victories and 59 
top-three results from 201 starts in the sulky.

   ?More wins as a trainer and more wins as a driver, that?s 
what I would see as a successful year. With the shoeing part, 
it?s just about me staying healthy, and keeping my clients 
happy.?

   A strong year at the races would also mean a few more 
horseshoes to work on.

   ?If I were to have a good 2021, that would hopefully mean 
the opportunity to add a few horses to our barn, perhaps 
some higher quality stock. I?m enjoying every part of what I 
do, and even though it can get busy at certain times, I?m 
happy with that, for sure. Having lots of work is what I like.?

   A perfect fit, Preston Shaw might say.

Courtesy Preston Shaw

Shaw  said h is shoeing business has increased in recent years 
since moving to Ontario f rom A lberta.
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Paris? w inter meeting ends      
th is Saturday
by Thomas Hedlund

   The winter is over in France. At least if the meeting in 
Paris, at Vincennes decides when a certain season begins and 
ends in the country. Saturday?s (March 6) race card with the 
$241,000 Prix de Selection for 4-, 5- and 6 -year-olds will 
traditionally close the racing at Vincennes for a while and 
champion Face Time Bourbon (Ready Cash) is in the race, 
now paired with Eric Raffin.

   Sébastien Guarato?s trotter has been victorious in Prix de 
Selection the two previous years and it seems like the 
6-year-old has a well suited task ahead of him even this year.

   Last time Eric Raffin drove Face Time Bourbon was in April 
2019, when the duo impressed a lot by winning $120,000 
Prix Phaeton in a mile rate of 1:54.1 over 1.3 miles.

   Björn Goop, who got fired as driver behind Face Time 
Bourbon after the runner up performance in Prix de France in 
February, has, among several other races, driven Sébastien 
Guarato?s horse in two consecutive Prix d?Amérique victories.

Prix de Selection 2021
2,200 meters

Horse - Driver

Galilee des Pres - Maxime Bezier
For You Madrik - Benoit Robin
Foxtrot Sea - Cédric Megissier
Fairplay d?Urzy - Jean-Michel Bazire
Fric du Chene - Franck Nivard
Flore de Janeiro - Franck Blandin
Fakir du Lorault - Francois Lecanu
Frisbee d?Am - Alexandre Abrivard
Face Time Bourbon - Eric Raffin

Big upset in $482,000 Prix de Paris
   Four kilometers ?  two laps on Vincennes? hilly track ?  is 
the tough conditions that faced trotters in the $482,000 Prix 
de Paris at Vincennes on Sunday (Feb. 28) and this year?s 
marathon produced a big upset winner.

   Richard Westerink, the trainer of world champion Timoko, 
tried his luck with his 7-year-old monté specialist Etonnant 
(Timoko) and few believed that Etonnant would take a safe 
wire-to-wire win in this gruelling race.

   Anthony Barrier let Etonnant open quickly and the duo hit 
the lead in the first downhill part of Vincennes track. Barrier 
kept the pace at remarkably low levels, which made Etonnant 
hard to catch for the horses at the back of the field.

   The 69-1 upset winner claimed his biggest trophy in the 
career so far and he did what his father Timoko once did 
during his active career: winning one of the three Grand 
Prix-races in Paris. Timoko claimed the title in the 2015 Prix 
de France.

   Ahead of the 2021 Prix de Paris, Etonnant?s most 
prestigious victories were taken in monté races. The two 
biggest, the $145,000 Prix Olry-Roederer and the $145,000 
Prix Legoux-Longpre, were both claimed in 2018.

   First choice in Prix de Paris was Davidson du Pont and he 
went off stride at the back stretch during the last lap and 
Prix de France winner Delia du Pommereux ran out of power 
just before the home stretch.

   Diable de Vauvert finished strongly as runner up and Moni 
Viking followed as third after an inside trip.

Prix de Paris replay.

Gerard Forni

Etonnant (A nthony Barrier) w as the 69-1 upset w inner of  the 4k m 
$ 482,000 Prix  de Paris at Vincennes on Sunday (Feb. 28).
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Western Fair District 
Presents 

City of London Series 
 

NOMINATION FEE: $200 CAD ($160 USD) DUE APRIL 1st , 2021 

Sponsor: Western Fair District 
 

ELIGIBLE: Ontario Sired Four Year olds & Younger, Pacers & Trotters, 
non winners of $10,000 lifetime, as of midnight February 28, 2021.  
No allowances.  

 

1-PACE: HORSES AND GELDINGS: 
Eliminations raced on Wednesday, May 19, 2021 ($8,000 ea) 
Final raced on Friday, May 28, 2021 ($20,000 A) 
 
2-PACE: FILLIES AND MARES 
Eliminations raced on Wednesday, May 19, 2021 ($8,000 ea) 
Final raced on Friday, May 28, 2021 ($20,000 A) 

3-TROT: HORSES AND GELDINGS: 
Eliminations raced on Friday, May 21, 2021 ($8,000 ea) 
Final raced on Friday, May 28, 2021 ($20,000 A) 
 
4-TROT: FILLIES AND MARES 
Eliminations raced on Friday, May 21, 2021 ($8,000 ea) 
Final raced on Friday, May 28, 2021 ($20,000 A)

Declarations close as posted on weekly condition sheet. 
Draws will be held at Clinton Raceway – 519-482-5270 

 

CONDITIONS 

The Rules of Racing of the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario, in effect at the time the race is contested, shall govern this race and 
any and all entries to the race will be received only with the understanding and on the agreement of the subscriber that the Rules of Racing 
govern, and that the following additional conditions apply. 

1. A maximum of eight (8) horses will start in each elimination and the final. In the event that there are nine (9) or fewer declared starters for these 
events, they will be contested as a single final dash, without eliminations. 

2. All horses must be declared to start in the elimination races, by the regular box closing date and time.  
3. The top (8) finishers in the eliminations and two also eligibles will automatically be drawn in to the final. No also eligible will draw in to race after 

wagering has opened. 
4. All ties will be drawn by lot. 
5. There must be five (5) or more starters declared to start or the race will be declared off and all money returned as paid. 
6. Purse distribution: 50 per cent, 25 per cent, 12 per cent, 8 per cent, 5 per cent. 
7. Nominations will be divided by sex and gait and added accordingly to each final. No starting fees required. 
8. All races to be raced over a distance of one mile (1609 M). 
9. Ontario Sired means bred by a sire that was registered in the Ontario Sires Stakes program in the year of the breeding. 
10. U.S. Funds will be accepted at the fees designated on the stake conditions. U.S. funds will be converted to Canadian funds when deposited to 

the bank. U.S. funds will be converted at Woodbine Entertainment’s internally published buying rate for US dollars. 
11. To be raced pending approval of race dates by the AGCO. 
12. The Management of Western Fair District accepts no responsibility for accidents which may occur on the grounds. 

# NAME OF HORSE 
 

SEX 
 

AGE 
 

SIRE 
 

DAM 

86 
     

      

I/We nominate the horses specified on this sheet in the above race and agree to all the conditions as shown. 
 

Owner(s) _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Nominator_______________________Signature_______________________________Phone #____________ 

 

Trainer______________________ Cell______________________ Email_______________________________ 

*PREFERRED PAYMENT METHOD ONLINE* @ https://woodbine.com/mohawk/standardbred-nomination/ 

**Administration is handled by Woodbine Entertainment. Make cheques payable to Woodbine Entertainment.** 

Mail to: Woodbine Mohawk Park, Att: Dana Keyes, 9430 Guelph Line, P.O. Box 160, Campbellville, ON, L0P 1B0. 

http://www.westernfairdistrict.com
https://woodbine.com/mohawk/standardbred-nomination/
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             2021 GENERAL RACING CONDITIONS 

The Rules of Racing of the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO) in effect at the time the race is contested shall govern this race 

and any and all entries to the race will be received only with the understanding and on the agreement of the subscriber that the Rules of Racing 

govern, and that the following additional conditions apply: 

1. At the absolute discretion of Woodbine Entertainment, the entries of any person (including this entry) or the transfer of any entry (including 

this entry) may at any time be refused and/or cancelled without either notice or reason being given and without liability except for the return 

of any subscriptions paid on an entry or entries refused and/or cancelled. 

2. Subject to the said Rules of Racing, Woodbine Entertainment reserves the right to cancel the race without liability therefore upon 

repayment of all subscription fees, if any, paid on such cancelled race. 

3. Woodbine Entertainment reserves the right to change the time and/or place of the race in its absolute discretion, subject, however, to the 

Rules and Regulations of the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario. 

4. It is expressly understood and agreed that the race may, if Woodbine Entertainment so determines in its absolute discretion, be conducted 

by a Racing Association other than Woodbine Entertainment, and Woodbine Entertainment shall have the right to assign, and transfer this 

entry and all monies paid to it hereunder to such other Racing Association and in such event all obligations, if any, of Woodbine 

Entertainment shall terminate. 

5. Purse distribution: 50 per cent, 25 per cent, 12 per cent, 8 per cent, 5 per cent, unless otherwise stated in the conditions. Purse distribution 

for added money events may be held for a minimum of 15 days. 

6. Woodbine Entertainment reserves the right to increase added monies at any time. 

7. All races to be a distance of One Mile (1609 M) unless otherwise stated in the conditions. 

8. If ELEVEN (11) horses or fewer declare to start, there will be no eliminations, and all declared horses will advance directly to the Final. 

9. If TWELVE (12) or more horses declare to start, races will be contested with two or more eliminations. The finalists from the elimination 

will be those horses who finish highest in the official order of finish. Horses tied for the last eligible starting position or positions for the final 

event will be drawn by lot to constitute a ten-horse field. All horses that qualify will advance directly to the final. If eliminations are used to 

determine the finalists, post positions in the final will be determined by an open draw with the exception that the elimination winners, in an 

order determined by lot, may choose their post position for the Final. The owner(s), or designated agent, of each winner must select the post 

position by a time specified by the Racing Secretary, or that elimination winner will be placed in the open draw with the rest of the Final 

field. 

10. For each series conducted (unless otherwise stated in conditions): the Final event will be limited to ten horses according to the highest 

money earnings in the series. All horses must declare in for the Final. If one of the ten highest money winners fails to declare in for the 

final, the next highest money winner declared will become eligible to the final. If the number of horses tied in money earnings for the last 

eligible starting position increases the field to more than ten horses, they will be drawn by lot to constitute a ten horse field. If enough 

money winners fail to declare in for the final, starters in the series that are not money winners and declared for the final may increase the 

field to ten horses, and such horses will be drawn by lot. If there is more than one division of the preliminary races, each division will race 

for 100% of the advertised purse. If there are more than 4 divisions of a preliminary leg, some divisions may be carried over to the next 

racing day. 

11. One Also Eligible may be carried on the Final Event. 

12. **Ontario Sired means bred by a sire that was registered in the Ontario Sires Stakes program in the year of the breeding. ** 

13. U.S. Funds will be accepted at the fees designated on the stake conditions. U.S. funds will be converted to Canadian funds when deposited 

to the bank. U.S. funds will be converted at Woodbine Entertainment’s internally published buying rate for US dollars. 

14. Woodbine Entertainment may require all horses declared to its races to be on the grounds of Woodbine or Woodbine, Mohawk Park up to 

48 hours prior to the race in which such horses are to start. These horses may be placed in a retention barn. 

15. All post positions will be drawn by lot unless otherwise stated in the conditions. 

16. In series races a leg or a race may be cancelled if less than five separate betting interests are declared to start or due to weather or track 

conditions. A cancellation of a leg will not affect the running of the remaining legs of the series. 

17. All nominated or supplemented horses must be registered as twins that were carried by the natural mother to term, or the only foal of the 

dam in any given year, or if produced through embryo/ovum transfer, must be the donor mare’s first born foal in any given year. 

18. No Also Eligible will draw in to race after wagering has opened. 

19. A breach of any of these General Racing Conditions and/or any applicable racing rules and policies of Woodbine Entertainment that are in 

effect at the time of racing may result in fines, suspension of privileges, the loss of any or all nomination fees, sustaining fees and/or 

starting fees, and/or eviction from the premises of Woodbine Entertainment. 

20. Qualifying standards for all added money events are governed by the Rules of the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario. 

21. All nominating and all sustaining payments must be postmarked no later than due date. Failure to make a payment when it is due 

constitutes automatic withdrawal from the event. Woodbine Entertainment recommends that if payments are being mailed, that receipt of 

mailing is kept.  It is suggested that payments be made by registered mail or be hand delivered to ensure safe delivery. Payment options are 

available online at www.woodbinentertainment.com/sbpayments. 

http://www.westernfairdistrict.com
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Bob M cIntosh in latest Tw os in 
Training v ideo; Jul ie M i l ler up nex t
Hall of Fame trainer Bob McIntosh spoke to Heather Vitale 
about his lifetime in the business, his promising 2-year-olds and 
his memories about stars Camluck, Artsplace, Staying Together 
and other greats.

by Dave Briggs

   The third in HRU?s 2021 Virtual Twos in Training videos 
aired on Wednesday (March 3) with Hall of Fame trainer Bob 
McIntosh speaking to Heather Vitale.

   The interview, sponsored by the Ontario Sires Stakes and 
the Central Ontario Standardbred Association (COSA) 
covered McIntosh?s history in the game, his promising 
2-year-olds and his memories about stars Camluck, Artsplace, 
Staying Together and other greats

   The entire video is available for viewing on HRU?s YouTube 
page here and Facebook here.

   The next Virtual Twos in Training interviews will feature 
trainer Julie Miller being interviewed live on Monday, March 
8 at 7 p.m. (Eastern) by Heather Vitale, who will also 
interview trainer Nifty Norman live on Wednesday, March 10 
at 7 p.m. (Eastern).

   Miller?s interview is being sponsored by the New York Sires 
Stakes the Meadowlands Racetrack and Courtly Choice 
standing at Winbak Farms New York.

   Norman?s interview is being sponsored by Winbak Farms of 
Delaware and Pennsylvania.

   Miller will field a few questions from viewers, but they 
must be emailed to HRU prior to 3 p.m. on March 8. To 
submit a question, email them to: 
editor@harnessracingupdate.com. Please make the subject 
line: Questions for Julie Miller and please include your full 
name.

   Norman will also field a few questions from viewers, but 
they must be emailed to HRU prior to 3 p.m. on March 10. To 
submit a question, email them to: 
editor@harnessracingupdate.com. Please make the subject 
line: Questions for Nifty Norman and please include your full 
name.

To make sure you don?t miss a video, subscribe 

to HRU?s YouTube page - for free - today.

Upcoming schedule:
All videos will initially be broadcast beginning at 7 p.m. 
(Eastern) on the date scheduled

Mon., March 8 ?  Julie Miller with Heather Vitale
Wed., March 10 ?  Nifty Norman with Heather Vitale
Mon., March 15 ?  Virgil Morgan, Jr. with Jaimi MacDonald
Wed., March 17 ?  Tony Alagna with Heather Vitale
Mon., March 22 ?  Dr. Ian Moore with Jaimi MacDonald
Wed., March 24 ?  Chris Ryder with Heather Vitale
Mon., March 29 ?  Carmen Auciello with Jaimi MacDonald

Guests for future segments can also be viewed here.

  

About Harness Racing Update

Harness Racing Update is owned by HRU Publications of Millwood, NY and 
will publish Fridays and Sundays from fall through late spring. HRU will 
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week, and will add editions throughout the year as major news breaks.
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Greenshoe col t out of  Passionate 
Gl ide?s granddaughter Stari ta 
arrives at Hanover
photos by Gunjan Patel

   This colt, foaled Feb. 7 at Hanover Shoe Farms, is from the 
first crop of Greenshoe and is the first foal from the Trixton 
mare Starita 3,1:53.3 $307,696. Starita is a granddaughter of 
Passionate Glide 3,1:52.2 $2,060,447.
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Jessica Carnochan reti res af ter 
17 years at Cl inton Racew ay
by Tony Elliott for Clinton Raceway

   When Clinton Raceway opens its doors for the 2021 season 
fans will notice the absence of long-time marketing manager 
Jessica Carnochan.

   After 17 seasons with the popular half-mile oval, 
Carnochan is hanging up her trackside microphone to spend 
more time with her family and on her other businesses, 
Marita?s Fashion Boutique in Clinton and Bend Photo and 
Design.

   ?The last maybe two seasons, it?s sort of been: was that it, 
was that the last one? It?s been a long time, so is that 
enough? But then I?d always think, ?No, no, I still enjoy this.? 
And I really still do enjoy it, but I think after last season 
when things were so, so different ?  and probably this season 
again would look extremely different ?  that was when I 
realised,? said Carnochan, whose favorite part of her work 
was the weekly interaction with fans. ?That?s what I love the 
most, so when you take that away it?s kind of like well, 
?What?s going on here? This is what I love.? I know that?s 
maybe not the best thing to base it on because I am sure 
there will be a time when the people come back and 
everything looks somewhat the way it used to, but I think it 
was just time. Change is good.?

   Over the course of her tenure as the marketing manager, 
Carnochan helped make Clinton Raceway?s signature events, 
the biennial Legends Day and annual Charity Driver?s 
Challenge, into can?t miss events on the Ontario harness 
racing calendar and fundraising machines for the local 
community. Legends Day has raised more than $225,000 for 
the Clinton Public Hospital Foundation in its 10 iterations 
while the Charity Driver?s Challenge has provided more than 
$325,000 to a variety of local organizations.

   ?Jess was around for I guess 18 or 19 driver challenges and 
would have been here for all the Legends Days ?  working 
for OLG (Ontario Lottery and Gaming) for the first one, but 
was here for all of them ?  and that?s an event that really put 
us on the map for fundraising and branding our track for 
wagering,? said Ian Fleming, Clinton Raceway?s director of 
racing. ?That helped us last year when we went to try and 
simulcast, especially in the States, people kind of 
remembered the place. So she was a big part of helping out 
with that.?

   Carnochan also built Clinton Raceway?s ?Day at the Races? 
fundraisers into a hot commodity in the local area. Each ?Day 
at the Races? event offered non-profits and community 
groups a way to raise funds and awareness through 
barbecues, bake sales, silent auctions and more through the 
support of the raceway?s staff and fan base. There were more 
applications for the 2019 program than there were Sunday 
afternoons available.

   ?Every Sunday there?s a group interested and they bring 
people out and it raises some money for them and it raises 
awareness for the track,? said Fleming. ?It?s helped attract 
horses to Clinton, too. We?ve got over 80 horses training in 

Clinton here. There?s not many tracks that have 80 horses 
training at them anymore. It?s got local people involved with 
ownership and training.?

   Once fans can safely return to the racetrack, Carnochan 
said she and her family will be trackside for their own day at 
the races, enjoying the fun-filled atmosphere she helped 
foster and reconnecting with long-time fans and colleagues.

   ?I?d love to go back as a fan. I think that would be so fun. I 
will definitely be there on some Sunday afternoons to take it 
in and just enjoy that side of it,? said the Seaforth, ON 
resident. ?I met so many wonderful people through these 17 
years that I am sure I will stay in touch with.?

   Fleming said Clinton Raceway will not attempt to replace 
Carnochan for the 2021 season, given the uncertainty about 
fan attendance and the knowledge that her expertise is just 
a phone call away.

   ?Jess?s focus at work was to get as many people onto the 
property here as she could; and when?s the next time we?re 
going to encourage thousands of people to come to the 
races again? At some point, but certainly not in the next 
little bit, so we?ll just kind of play it by ear for this summer,? 
said Fleming. ?She doesn?t live that far away so I am sure 
we?ll be calling on her for some advice on things from time 
to time.?

   Carnochan said being at home during the May 23 season 
opener may feel a bit odd, but she will take the many lessons 
learned at Clinton Raceway ?  from Fleming, co-workers and 
fans ?  and put them to good use in the next stage of her 
work and family life.

Courtesy Clinton Raceway

Jessica Carnochan is reti r ing af ter 17 years as mark eting manager 
at Cl inton Racew ay.
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Harness Racing Update - Who's Hot & Who's Not
Last 10 race cards  |  Stats as of 2021-03-04  |  Sorted by win percentage
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WOODBINE MOHAWK PARK 
INTRODUCES THE 

ONTARIO SIRED SPRING SERIES 

Nominations close Thursday, April 1, 2021 
 

EVENT A:  
ONTARIO SIRED SPRING SERIES - TROT 

ONTARIO SIRED 3 YEAR OLD  
FILLIES NW $30,000 IN 2020 

No allowances. 
$300 NOMINATION ($240 US) 

 
EVENT DATE PURSE 

Leg 1 Thursday, April 15, 2021 $17,000 

Leg 2 Thursday, April 22, 2021 $17,000 

Final Saturday, May 1, 2021 $40,000  A 

TO  BE  RACED  AT  WOODBINE  MOHAWK  PARK 

EVENT B:  
ONTARIO SIRED SPRING SERIES - TROT 

ONTARIO SIRED 3 YEAR OLD  
COLTS & GELDINGS NW $30,000 IN 2020 

No allowances. 
$300 NOMINATION ($240 US) 

 
EVENT DATE PURSE 

Leg 1 Friday, April 16, 2021 $17,000 

Leg 2 Friday, April 23, 2021 $17,000 

Final Saturday, May 1, 2021 $40,000  A 

TO  BE  RACED  AT  WOODBINE  MOHAWK  PARK 

EVENT C:  
ONTARIO SIRED SPRING SERIES - PACE 

ONTARIO SIRED 3 YEAR OLD  

FILLIES NW $30,000 IN 2020 

No allowances. 
$300 NOMINATION ($240 US) 

 
EVENT DATE PURSE 

Leg 1 Thursday, April 15, 2021 $17,000 

Leg 2 Thursday, April 22, 2021 $17,000 

Final Saturday, May 1, 2021 $40,000  A 

TO  BE  RACED  AT  WOODBINE  MOHAWK  PARK 

EVENT D:  
ONTARIO SIRED SPRING SERIES - PACE 

ONTARIO SIRED 3 YEAR OLD       
COLTS & GELDINGS NW $30,000 IN 2020 

   No allowances.            
$300 NOMINATION ($240 US) 

 
EVENT DATE PURSE 

Leg 1 Friday, April 16, 2021 $17,000 

Leg 2 Friday, April 23, 2021 $17,000 

Final Saturday, May 1, 2021 $40,000  A 

TO  BE  RACED  AT  WOODBINE  MOHAWK  PARK 
 

Declarations close as posted on the weekly condition sheet. Draws will be held at Woodbine Mohawk Park. 
 

 

 

Horse Name:       

Nominator:      

Telephone #:        

Event #:       

Trainer:       

Email:        

 

 

 
NOMINATION FEES FOR ALL STAKES MUST ACCOMPANY THE NOMINATIONS 
Send To: Woodbine Mohawk Park, P.O. Box 160, 9430 Guelph Line, Campbellville, Ontario L0P 1J0 
Attn: Dana Keyes 

        PREFERRED METHOD OF PAYMENT ONLINE 
@https://woodbine.com/mohawk/standardbred-nomination/

https://woodbine.com/mohawk/standardbred-nomination/


2021 GENERAL RACING CONDITIONS 

The Rules of Racing of the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO) in effect at the time the race is contested shall govern this 

race and any and all entries to the race will be received only with the understanding and on the agreement of the subscriber that the Rules of 

Racing govern, and that the following additional conditions apply: 

1. At the absolute discretion of Woodbine Entertainment, the entries of any person (including this entry) or the transfer of any entry (including 

this entry) may at any time be refused and/or cancelled without either notice or reason being given and without liability except for the return 

of any subscriptions paid on an entry or entries refused and/or cancelled. 

2. Subject to the said Rules of Racing, Woodbine Entertainment reserves the right to cancel the race without liability therefore upon 

repayment of all subscription fees, if any, paid on such cancelled race. 

3. Woodbine Entertainment reserves the right to change the time and/or place of the race in its absolute discretion, subject, however, to the 

Rules and Regulations of the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario. 

4. It is expressly understood and agreed that the race may, if Woodbine Entertainment so determines in its absolute discretion, be conducted 

by a Racing Association other than Woodbine Entertainment, and Woodbine Entertainment shall have the right to assign, and transfer this 

entry and all monies paid to it hereunder to such other Racing Association and in such event all obligations, if any, of Woodbine 

Entertainment shall terminate. 

5. Purse distribution: 50 per cent, 25 per cent, 12 per cent, 8 per cent, 5 per cent, unless otherwise stated in the conditions. Purse distribution 

for added money events may be held for a minimum of 15 days. 

6. Woodbine Entertainment reserves the right to increase added monies at any time. 

7. All races to be a distance of One Mile (1609 M) unless otherwise stated in the conditions. 

8. If ELEVEN (11) horses or fewer declare to start, there will be no eliminations, and all declared horses will advance directly to the Final. 

9. If TWELVE (12) or more horses declare to start, races will be contested with two or more eliminations. The finalists from the elimination 

will be those horses who finish highest in the official order of finish. Horses tied for the last eligible starting position or positions for the 

final event will be drawn by lot to constitute a ten-horse field. All horses that qualify will advance directly to the final. If eliminations are 

used to determine the finalists, post positions in the final will be determined by an open draw with the exception that the elimination 

winners, in an order determined by lot, may choose their post position for the Final. The owner(s), or designated agent, of each winner must 

select the post position by a time specified by the Racing Secretary, or that elimination winner will be placed in the open draw with the rest 

of the Final field. 

10. For each series conducted (unless otherwise stated in conditions): the Final event will be limited to ten horses according to the highest 

money earnings in the series. All horses must declare in for the Final. If one of the ten highest money winners fails to declare in for the 

final, the next highest money winner declared will become eligible to the final. If the number of horses tied in money earnings for the last 

eligible starting position increases the field to more than ten horses, they will be drawn by lot to constitute a ten horse field. If enough 

money winners fail to declare in for the final, starters in the series that are not money winners and declared for the final may increase the 

field to ten horses, and such horses will be drawn by lot. If there is more than one division of the preliminary races, each division will race 

for 100% of the advertised purse. If there are more than 4 divisions of a preliminary leg, some divisions may be carried over to the next 

racing day. 

11. One Also Eligible may be carried on the Final Event. 

12. **Ontario Sired means bred by a sire that was registered in the Ontario Sires Stakes program in the year of the breeding. ** 

13. U.S. Funds will be accepted at the fees designated on the stake conditions. U.S. funds will be converted to Canadian funds when deposited 

to the bank. U.S. funds will be converted at Woodbine Entertainment’s internally published buying rate for US dollars. 

14. Woodbine Entertainment may require all horses declared to its races to be on the grounds of Woodbine or Woodbine, Mohawk Park up to 

48 hours prior to the race in which such horses are to start. These horses may be placed in a retention barn. 

15. All post positions will be drawn by lot unless otherwise stated in the conditions. 

16. In series races a leg or a race may be cancelled if less than five separate betting interests are declared to start or due to weather or track 

conditions. A cancellation of a leg will not affect the running of the remaining legs of the series. 

17. All nominated or supplemented horses must be registered as twins that were carried by the natural mother to term, or the only foal of the 

dam in any given year, or if produced through embryo/ovum transfer, must be the donor mare’s first born foal in any given year. 

18. No Also Eligible will draw in to race after wagering has opened. 

19. A breach of any of these General Racing Conditions and/or any applicable racing rules and policies of Woodbine Entertainment that are in 

effect at the time of racing may result in fines, suspension of privileges, the loss of any or all nomination fees, sustaining fees and/or 

starting fees, and/or eviction from the premises of Woodbine Entertainment. 

20. Qualifying standards for all added money events are governed by the Rules of the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario. 

21. All nominating and all sustaining payments must be postmarked no later than due date. Failure to make a payment when it is due 

constitutes automatic withdrawal from the event. Woodbine Entertainment recommends that if payments are being mailed, that receipt of 

mailing is kept.  It is suggested that payments be made by registered mail or be hand delivered to ensure safe delivery. Payment options are 

available online at www.woodbinentertainment.com/sbpayments. 

 

 

 

Woodbine Entertainment 

https://woodbine.com/mohawk/standardbred-nomination/
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Long Tom?s book  ful l  and closed
   Midland Acres has announced that the 2021 book for the 
multiple stakes winning Long Tom, a son of Muscle Hill, is 
full and closed.

   Long Tom?s oldest foals are 2-year-olds in 2021 and they 
will make their highly anticipated racing debut later this 
summer. He was the second leading trotting sire in yearling 
average at the 2020 Ohio Selected Jug Sale and the sire of 
the sale?s top priced trotting yearling at $80,000.

   A multiple Grand Circuit stakes winner at 2 and 3, Long 
Tom 3, 1:52.1 ($410,513) is by the sport?s leading trotting 
sire, Muscle Hill and he is the second foal of Ilia, her first 
being multiple stakes winner Tight Lines 1:51.2f ($618,716). 
Long Tom is also a half-brother to Breeders Crown runner-up 
In Range 2,1:54.1 ($411,003) and a full brother to Tippet, 
who sold for $400,000 at the 2020 Standardbred Horse Sale. 
Ilia is from the maternal family of Yankee Duchess, the third 
dam of Muscle Hill, thus Long Tom carries three doses of this 
modern foundation mare with a 4x5x5 cross.

   Midland Acres extends a sincere thank you to Long Tom?s 
shareholders and the breeders that have supported him over 
the past four breeding seasons.

? Midland Acres

First round of  the M  Li fe 
Rew ards Gents Pacing Series 
held at Yonk ers
   Dragon Said and Retour Au Jeu picked up new lifetime 
marks in winning their respective $15,000 splits in the first 
leg of the M Life Rewards Gents Pacing Series on Wednesday 
night (March 3) at Yonkers Raceway.

   Driven by Joe Bongiorno in the final division, Dragon Said 
moved out of the pocket to take the lead away from Sailboat 
Hanover (George Brennan) going to the :28.3 opening 
quarter. Dragon Said, sent off as the 8-5 second choice, 

continued on the engine to the half in 58 seconds and the 
three-quarters in 1:26.1, then drew off powerfully in the final 
quarter, widening to prevail by seven lengths in 1:53.1. 
Sailboat Hanover wound up second, and favored My Pal Joe 
(Alek Chartrand) had to settle for third after stalling out from 
first-up on the last turn.

   Trained by Jenn Bongiorno for owner Robert Devine, 
Dragon Said is a 4-year-old Well Said gelding. This was his 
fifth career win, and he has now earned $38,732. Dragon 
Said paid $5.50 to win. The exacta was worth $20.00, and 
trifecta returned $28.00.

   Retour Au Jeu (Jordan Stratton) raced in the second section, 
and he watched from fourth as Odds On Brexit (Tyler Buter), 
Rolling With Sam (Brennan), and Got The Mojo (Matt 
Kakaley) all had a turn on the front through a snappy 27 
second opening quarter. Once the dust settled, Stratton 
guided Retour Au Jeu to the outside, and he was able to 
brush to the point before the 56.1 half. Retour Au Jeu then 
successfully withstood a first-over try from Odds On Brexit to 
the 1:24.2 three-quarters before he paced away to a 2 1/2 
length verdict in 1:53.4. Rolling With Sam was up for second, 
and Trevor's Ace (Scott Zeron) got third at 64-1.

   Dennis Laterza trains Retour Au Jeu, a 4-year-old He's 
Watching gelding, for owner Latz A Luck Stable. Retour Au 
Jeu now has a record of 8-5-6 from 24 lifetime starts, and he 
has banked $48,768. Retour Au Jeu, the 3-2 favorite, returned 
$5.00 to win. The exacta returned $19.80, and the trifecta 
kicked back $259.50.

   Even-money second choice Scootnroll (Buter) turned a 
second-over trip into a 1:56.1 triumph in the first flight. He 
beat Panther Time (Joe Bongiorno), who led through panels 
of 28.2, 58.4, and 1:27.4, by a length and a half, and 
Gonnahaveonemore (Brett Holland) saved third after a 
pocket trip.

   A 4-year-old gelded son of Roll With Joe, Scootnroll is 
trained by Todd Buter for owners Rick and Geoff Howles. 
Scootnroll is now an 11-time winner from 21 trips behind 
the gate, and he has pocketed $64,264. Scootnroll paid $4.20 
to win. The exacta returned $10.60, and the trifecta was 
good for $18.00.

   Rounding out Wednesday night's winners in the M Life 
Gents Pacing Series was Lou's Sweetrevenge (Brennan). After 
racing in fourth through stations of :27.1, :56.2, and 1:24.2, 
Brennan had Lou's Sweetrevenge off the cones before 
three-quarters. Lou's Sweetrevenge gained into third on the 
last turn, rallied past tiring leader Cigar Smoking Tony (Jason 
Bartlett) in the stretch, and hit the line a length and 
three-quarters to the good in 1:54. Diamondbeach (Zeron) 
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advanced from last to second in the back-half of the mile, 
and Cigar Smoking Tony wound up third.

Lou's Sweetrevenge is a 4-year-old Sweet Lou gelding 
trained by Ron Burke for owners Burke Racing Stable LLC., 
Phil Collura, J& T Silva- Purnel &  Libby, and Weaver Bruscemi 
LLC. Lou's Sweetrevenge posted his sixth win in his 36th 
lifetime effort, and he now shows earnings of $98,403. Lou's 
Sweetrevenge, who returned $5.30 to win as the 8-5 second 
choice, headed a $21.80 exacta and a $51.00 trifecta.

The M Life Gents Pacing Series continues with preliminary 
round action the next two Wednesdays (March 10 and 17), 
and the final is slated for March 24.

? Yonkers Raceway

M  Li fe Rew ards Ladies Pacing 
Series begins at Yonk ers
   The M Life Rewards Ladies Pacing Series kicked off on 
Tuesday night (March 2) at Yonkers Raceway with a trio of 
$15,000 divisions that were won by Flirty Forty,Dragon Roll, 
and Turnthefrownaround.

   Flirty Forty (Matt Kakaley), sent off at 21-1 in the first split, 
sat third while 1-9 favorite Pettycoat Business (George 
Brennan) led through fractions of :28.1, :57.1, and 1:25.3. 
Sound Idea (Scott Zeron) stalked Pettycoat Business from the 
pocket and then tipped out two-wide before they turned into 
the lane, with Flirty Forty tracking Sound Idea's bid before 
going three-wide in the stretch. It was a thrill ing battle to 
the wire, but in the end Flirty Forty had the best kick, getting 
up to win by a head in 1:55 1. Sound Idea was second, and 
Pettycoat Business had to settle for third.

   Mark Ford trains Flirty Forty, a 4-year-old daughter of 
American Ideal, for owner Bay Pond Racing Stable. This was 
her fourth career win, and she has now earned $42,452. Flirty 
Forty paid $45.40 to win, the 2-1 exacta returned $171.00, 
and the trifecta kicked back $406.00.

   4-5 favorite Dragon Roll (Jason Bartlett) dashed to the lead 
from post five and put up stations of :28.2, :58.3, and 1:27.1 
in the next section. Despite the well-rated tempo, Dragon 
Roll had to dig in determinedly in the last quarter, initially to 
fend off a first-over try from Pray The Rosary (Brent Holland), 
and then to deal with a big close from Break The Deal 
(Zeron) through the stretch. Although she made the chalk 
players and her connections sweat it out, the wire came up 
in time for Dragon Roll to tally over Break The Deal by a 
nose in a 1:57.1 mile. Pray The Rosary held third.

   Dragon Roll is a 4-year-old Roll With Joe mare owned and 

trained by Ricky Bucci. Dragon Roll now sports a record of 
4-4-8 from 21 career tries, and she has pocketed $149,073. 
Dragon Roll returned $3.70 to win. The 5-6 exacta paid 
$29.00 and the trifecta of 5-6-8 was worth $357.50.

   The last flight saw Somebeachsomefra (Zeron) pop out of 
the pocket to take over command from Special Achiever 
(Bartlett) on the way to the :28.3 opening quarter. 
Somebeachsomefra would continue to front the field to the 
half in 58 seconds and the three-quarters in 1:26.3, with 
even-money choice Turnthefrownaround (Brennan) vacating 
the cones out of third early on the last turn. 
Somebeachsomefra still had a clear advantage turning for 
home and responded when Zeron called on her in the lane, 
but Turnthefrownaround wore her down in deep stretch to 
prevail by a neck in 1:56. There was a dead-heat for third 
between Special Achiever and Off The Press (Jordan 
Stratton).

   The winner is another 4-year-old by Roll With Joe and is 
trained by Ron Burke for owners Burke Racing Stable LLC., 
Weaver Bruscemi LLC., and Phil Collura. Turnthefrownaround 
scored her fifth victory in her 30th trip behind the gate, and 
she has now banked $129,660. Turnthefrownaround returned 
$4.30 to win. The exacta paid $11.40, and the two trifectas 
kicked back $21.60 (Special Achiever third) and $39.40 (Off 
The Press third).

   The M Life Rewards Ladies Pacing Series has additional 
preliminary legs on Tuesday (March 9) and Tuesday (March 
16), and the final is slated for March 23.

   The boys take their turn in the M Life Rewards Gents 
Pacing Series on Wednesday night's (March 3) 10-race card at 
Yonkers, competing in four divisions of their first round.

? Yonkers Raceway

Big M  hoping handle streak  
ex tends
   Despite a month of crippling winter weather and the 
re-opening of racing in Ontario two weeks ago, betting at 
The Meadowlands has stayed on a roll. In fact, tonight 
(March 5) night, management is hoping to up the track?s 
streak of wagering at least $3 million to an impressive 10th 
consecutive program.

   ?We say it often,? said Big M chief operating officer and 
general manager Jason Settlemoir. ?But horseplayers have 
really responded in a big way to our low takeout wagering 
menu. With six of our popular 15 per cent takeout wagers 
being offered every night, it has given players a more 
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realistic chance to turn a profit, making The Big M the best 
place to play.?

   The streak backs up Settlemoir?s words. After wagering on 
Friday, Jan. 29 was a rock-solid $2.93 million, every card since 
has seen betting of over $3 million.

   Saturday nights in February were especially vigorous, with 
the four programs taking in a total of just over $15 million, 
an average of $3.75 million a night.

   During February of 2020, betting was superb on Saturdays 
at $2.79 million per card, but still approximately $1 million 
short of this year?s returns.

   Fridays during February were also fabulous, taking in an 
average of $3.1 million a card, which was a half-million more 
than was pushed through the windows a year ago, which saw 
just under $2.6 million.

   The last eight Big M programs have seen average nightly 
wagering of $3.437 million and a per race of $249,987. A 
year ago, over the same span, betting was $2.695 million and 
$207,354.

   ?Low takeout is a horseplayers best avenue to being a 
winner,? said Settlemoir. ?Take our 50-cent Pick-4, which has a 
15 percent takeout. If you are playing the Pick-4 at another 
track that has a 25 percent takeout, you ask yourself: ?All 
things being equal, if I switch to The Big M?s Pick-4, my 
winnings increase at least 10 per cent from the track with 
the 25 per cent rake. What reason is there to bet a Pick-4 
with that takeout if I am serious about being a winning 
player???

   WEATHERING THE WEATHER: ?We have to acknowledge 
our track crew here at The Meadowlands,? said Settlemoir. 
?February was a terrible month weather-wise. Standardbred 
racing had an enormous amount of weather and 
track-related cancellations all over the Northeast during the 
month and we never missed a day of racing. Our horsemen 
had tough journeys on the road and always managed to 
brave the elements to put on the show for horseplayers 
around the world. We are proud of the work our track crew 
did and appreciate all that the horsemen do, which the 
entire sport appreciates very much.?

   LITTLE TO ANNOUNCE: Big M TV?s Dave Little will take a 
turn in the booth up on the roof, and ?Borrow Ken 
Warkentin?s Binoculars? by providing the race calls tonight. 
Warkentin will be back on Saturday.

   RISI?S IN TOWN: Brett Risi, the Regional Racing Operations 
Manager at Tioga Downs and Vernon Downs, will be on set 
at The Big M this weekend and serve as co-host of the live 
presentation on both Friday and Saturday night.

   FREE PPs: ?Speaking of horse players,? said Settlemoir. ?The 
Big M has stepped up and comped everyone a program every 
night through the Hambletonian Day card. The free program 
is available if players go to our website, 
playmeadowlands.com. We at The Meadowlands are grateful 
to all of our fans for their support.?

   THE SCHEDULE: Live racing at The Meadowlands takes 
place every Friday and Saturday evening. Post time is 6 p.m.

   The track?s live ?Racing from the Meadowlands? pre-game 
show begins at 5:27 p.m.

   GET SOCIAL: You can always check in with the team at The 
Meadowlands on Twitter.

   For early changes, racing information and staff selections, 
go to @themeadowlands or #playbigm.

On race nights, stay in touch with the Big M?s Dave Brower 
(@eedoogie), Little (@DaveLittleBigM), Ken Warkentin 
(@kenvoiceover), Shades Demsky (@shadesonracing) and 
Otten (@JessicaOtten1).

   CAN?T MAKE IT TO THE TRACK? There are several options 
for those who would rather catch the action from The Big M 
at home.

   Racing fans can watch all the races live on the Roberts 
Television Network (rtn.tv). In addition, they can watch and 
wager by going to the Television Games Network (tvg.com) or 
their favorite Advance-deposit Wagering site (ADW).

   CHECK OUT THE PICKS: For those who need to get a leg 
up on the action, go to playmeadowlands.com to see track 
oddsmaker and analyst Brower?s selections and commentary. 
Click on the ?handicapping? tab and go to ?race reviews?.

   Brower?s input is generally available 48 hours before every 
card.

   Additionally, track announcer Warkentin?s blog is available 
on the site and offers his picks and analysis.

   $100,000 GUARANTEED: Every night, The Meadowlands 
guarantees big green on both editions of its signature wager, 
as each 50-cent Pick-4 sports a $50,000 guaranteed pool.

? Meadowlands media relations

Tri tton and Balcerak  trainees 
lead Borgata, Blue Chip 
M atchmak er nominations
   A pair of new names have entered the most horses in the 
2021 editions of the MGM Borgata and Blue Chip 
Matchmaker series to be contested at Yonkers Raceway 
throughout March and April. Both newcomers to the stakes 
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scene, trainer Shane Tritton has seven horses between the 
two events and Neil Balcerak has five in the Borgata.

   A total of 46 horses nominated for the 2021 Borgata (nee 
Levy) and 20 were made eligible to the Matchmaker. Both 
events were canceled last year due to the COVID-19 
pandemic.

   With four in the Borgata and three in the Matchmaker, the 
Down Under native Tritton is feeling good about his chances 
and excited about his first stakes action since arriving in the 
U.S. less than a year ago.

   ?I?m 100 per cent looking forward to the series. It is very 
close to the Inter Dominion back home where you have to go 
four runs in a row. It is a war of attrition, but it is good to 
have something to work through. I?m looking forward to the 
challenge,? said Tritton.

   Tritton?s male quartet in the Borgata include 2019 Borgata 
champion Western Fame, Pat Stanley N, Bronx Seelster and 
Yayas Hot Spot N. His mare trio is formed by Lady Dela Renta 
A, Maczaffair N and My Ruebe Star N.

   ?This has always been the goal for these horses,? said 
Tritton. ?Western Fame, Bronx Seelster and Pat Stanley are 
starting to hit their stride at the right time and the mares 
have been racing at a high level. Yayas Hot Spot just needs 
more racing.?

   Neil Balcerak has been training horses on a limited basis 
since 2015 but is getting his first taste of stakes action in a 
big way. He paid the $5,000 nomination fee on five horses, 
all of which he owns in partnership with another newcomer 
to the game, Matthew Morrison.

   ?Matt is new to the business. He did well on his first horse 
and wanted to take a shot,? said Balcerak about entering so 
many horses. ?He is a fresh owner to the game. He really 
enjoyed owning his first horse (Jahan Hanover) and now he 
goes to the track a couple of times a week. Having a new 
owner is great for the game.

   ?We bought a couple of nice ones over the summer and we 
had a few others we just wanted to give a shot to because 
there wasn?t much available for the horses to race for good 
money,? continued Balcerak on entering five horses.

   Balcerak, who said he started out small as a trainer with 
just some county fair horses, is hoping for good things from 
all five of his Borgata entrants. He has the highest hopes for 
Caviart Rockland and The Wall, who was fifth in the 2019 
Borgata. The 37-year-old Pennsylvania native also has 
Indictable Hanover, Jahan Hanover and Esai Hanover in the 
series.

   The Borgata, which begins on March 15 with the first of 

five legs raced in $40,000 divisions, is loaded with talent. 
The list includes 2019 Breeders Crown winner American 
History, who is standing at Walnridge Farm and is expecting 
to pull double-duty as a stallion and racehorse this year. 
Three-year-old Ohio standout Ocean Rock makes his first 
journey outside of the Buckeye state and is one of three 
newcomers to the Nancy Takter barn in the series.

   Undoubtedly one of the favorites going into the opening 
round will be overseas import Let It Ride N. The Richard 
?Nifty? Norman-trained 8-year-old has won all six of his starts 
since coming to America including an impressive 1:52 1/5 
win at Yonkers on January 11.

   ?He?ll be a handful for anybody,? said Norman about Let It 
Ride N. ?I?m sure others will be ready, but he proved he gets 
around the track very well.?

   Alexa Skye, who joined the Jeff Cullipher barn before a 
recent second-place finish at Yonkers in the Open Handicap, 
is certainly one of the favorites going into the March 12 
opening leg of the Blue Chip Matchmaker. She has won three 
of five starts in 2021 and has never finished worse than 
second.

   The Borgata and Matchmaker both feature five legs and 
culminate with finals and consolations on Monday, April 19.

   A complete list of the eligible horses can be found here.

? Yonkers Raceway

Florida USHWA  chapter giv ing 
out aw ards
   Some of the harness racing horsemen in the backstretch at 
Pompano Park Wednesday morning (March 3) received a 
pleasant visit from representatives of the Florida Chapter of 
the United States Harness Writers Association.

   Chapter president Steve Wolf and chapter national director 
and treasurer Thomas H. Hicks were visiting certain stables 
and presenting awards from last season that were not given 
out due to the pandemic.

   ?We held off hoping we could do a presentation event,? said 
Steve Wolf, ?That did not work out and Tom Hicks said let?s 
go to the backstretch and start giving out the trophies and I 
agreed.?

   Being honored with their plaques were trainers John 
Hallett as the Dan Gawlas Good Guy Award winner, Mike 
Murphy and long-time blacksmith Phil Cable with Lifetime 
Achievement Awards. The Caretaker of the Year award went 
to Joe Kroll, who had since passed away. Trainer Jim 
McDonald accepted the award for Joe?s wife, Shawna.
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   The Florida Chapter of USHWA will be traveling to 

Sunshine Meadows Equestrian Village in Delray Beach 

Saturday morning (March 6) where at The Deck, members 

will be presenting awards including Florida Harness Racing 

Hall of Fame induction trophies to Tony Alagna, Frank 

Antonacci and Tom Merriman. President?s Awards will be 

presented to Myron Bell, Eric Cherry and Maurice Chodash 

and Peter Wrenn will receive his Stanley Dancer Award.

   You can follow the Florida Chapter of USHWA via their 

website at www.ushwa-florida.com/  or on Facebook at 

www.facebook.com/ floridachapterushwa/ .

? Florida Chapter of USHWA

SBOA NJ of fers supplemental  
payments for the f i rst t ime

   This is the first time the Standardbred Breeders and 

Owners Association of New Jersey (SBOANJ) is offering a 

supplemental payment in March for 3-year-olds who 

nominated but made no subsequent payments to the Home 

Grown Pace and the Garden State Trot.

   Home Grown Pace and Garden State Trot supplemental 

payments for 2-year-olds not nominated by May 15 and for 

3-year-olds who nominated but did not make subsequent 

payments due March 15. Both supplemental and sustaining 

payments must be made in order to remain eligible.

   Sustaining payment for the New Jersey Trotting Futurity 

#55 also due March 15.

Visit sboanj.com for the full 2021 Stakes Payment Schedule 

and Stakes Payment Forms.

? Courtney Stafford /  SBOANJ publicity

Whisk ey Blu sti l l  unbeaten af ter 
The M eadow s series score

   Whiskey Blu stretched his career unbeaten streak to five 

with an in-hand victory in Thursday?s (March 4) Dale 

McConnell Memorial Trot at The Meadows. Massive Stroke 

took the other $10,000 opening-leg division in the series for 

3- and 4-year-old colts, horses and geldings.

   The event honors the memory of Dale McConnell, who 

earned the nickname ?Mr. Trot? for his success developing 

and campaigning trotters.

   Unraced at 2, Whiskey Blu launched his career Jan. 21 and 

has waltzed through conditions; the Southwind 

Frank-Kendall Blue gelding has rolled up a combined victory 

margin of 15-1/4 lengths over those five wins.In the 

McConnell, Dan Charlino ?  his pilot for all five starts ?  sent 

Whiskey Blu to the point at the quarter. He drew away from 

The Funk late and defeated him by 2-3/4 lengths in 1:56.3. 

Laramie rallied for show.

   Ron Burke trains Whiskey Blu for Burke Racing Stable, 

Kitefield Stable and Weaver Bruscemi LLC.

   Palm Springs and Whom Shall I Love each took a $10,000 

opening-leg split of the Mary Wohlmuth Memorial Trot series 

for 3- and 4-year-old filly and mare trotters, which 

commemorates the long-time manager of the 2:00 Club at 

The Meadows.

   Hammered down to 2-5, Palm Springs justified the support 

with a facile front-end score in 1:58 for Dave Palone, trainer 

Kevin Johnson and owner Richard Briskey. The 4-year-old 

daughter of Father Patrick-Hot Springs captured her second 

straight, defeating Elysian Promise and Friday Night Storm.

   Whom Shall I Love provided the day?s tote board theatrics, 

upsetting at 16-1 with a charge through the Lightning Lane 

for Aaron Merriman and trainer Charley Myers, who owns the 

4-year-old daughter of Whom Shall I Fear-Bars Dutchess 

with Randy Stevenson, Dana Phillips and James Phillips. She 

prevailed in 1:57.1, with early leader Wonmyheart Hanover 

and Graymatter Hanover completing the ticket.

   Palone collected five wins and Burke three on the 13-race 

card.

? Evan Pattak for The Meadows Standardbred Owners Association
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M IA M I VA LLEY RA CEWA Y report

Sunday's Results:

6, MVR, $15,750, Pace, HORSES &  GELDINGS CLAIMING $30,000 W/ALLOWANCES, 28.0, 56.4, 1:23.3, 1:52.1, FT

     1-Venom (g, 6, Rock N Roll Heaven--Odds On Guinevere, by Dragon Again) $7,875, Lifetime Record: 61-14-9-11, $145,456
     O-Adam B Short.      B-F Bellino &  Sons LLC.      T-Adam Short.      D-Trace Tetrick.

     2-Ginger Tree Marty (g, 7, Yankee Cruiser--For My Mom, by Western Hanover) $3,937, $40,000 2015 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 132-24-18-20, $245,657
     O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  Weaver Bruscemi LLC &  J& T Silva- Purnel &  Libby &  Lawrence R Karr.      B-Vieux Carre Farms.      T-Ron Burke.      D-Chris Page.

     3-Bold And Brassy (g, 7, Rock N Roll Heaven--Cams Leading Lady, by Million Dollar Cam) $1,890, $7,000 2015 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 125-18-19-17, $218,148
     O-Perry W Smith.      B-Robert L Hamather, CA.      T-Perry Smith.      D-Trevor Smith.

     Replay Unavailable - Calls: 3, 1, T, 1H, 1Q - Finish Order: Mcmoe, Rose Run Uriah, Rockette Baby, Cass Delight Rock, Big Sky Hanover

WOODBINE M OHA WK  PA RK  report

Monday's Results:

1, Wbs, $15,000, Trot, 4 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 1 RACE OR $7,000 LIFETIME. NO ALLOWANCES, 29, 59, 1:29, 1:59.4

     1-Trip Sevens (br,f,3 - Chapter Seven-Maker A Yankee-Yankee Glide) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-1, $11,838
     O-Steve Heimbecker, Blake Macintosh, Mortgage Boys Stable     B-Tim Klemencic     T-Black Macintosh     D-James Macdonald

     2-Handsome Sebastian (br,g,3 - Sebastian K S-Pacific Edge-Andover Hall)
     O-Cindy Horner     B-Edward Lohmeyer     T-Cindy Horner     D-Doug Hie

     3-Cassandra Cruisin (br,f,3 - Cantab Hall-Marys Out Cruisin-Here Comes Herbie)
     O-Menhammar Stuteri Ab     B-Kjell Andersen, David Goodrow     T-John Bax     D-Matthew Bax

      ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

2, Wbs, $24,000, Trot, NW $18,000 LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $28,000 LAST 10 STARTS. AE: NW $120,000 LIFETIME. AE: OPT. CLM. $50,000, 28, 56.3, 1:26.2, 1:55.3

     1-Buck Dancer (b,g,5 - Guccio-Shaken Not Stirred-Credit Winner) $12,000, Lifetime Record: 28-12-5-3, $112,415
     O-Fox Racing Inc     B-Merle Yoder     T-Carmen Auciello     D-James Macdonald

     2-Musical Rhythm (b,h,9 - Cantab Hall-Musical Victory-Valley Victory)
     O-Santo &  Nunzio Vena, Claude Hamel, Benoit Baillargeon     B-Brittany Farms     T-Benoit Baillargeon     D-Mario Baillargeon

     3-Memo (b,h,5 - Trixton-Easy Agenda-Cantab Hall)
     O-Bradley Grant     B-Brittany Farms Llc     T-Richard Moreau     D-Bob McClure

      ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

RA CE RESULTS - SUNDA Y

RA CE RESULTS - M ONDA Y
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RA CE RESULTS - M ONDA Y (CONTINUED)

3, Wbs, $15,000, Pace, FILLIES &  MARES, 4 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 1 RACE OR $7,500 LIFETIME. WITH ALLOWANCES. AE: NA $800 PER START LIFETIME, 
29.3, 1:00, 1:30, 1:59 

     1-Century Gala (b,m,4 - Bettors Delight-Brushstrokes-Real Artist) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 2-2-0-0, $10,750
     O-Patricia &  Stuart Bolender, John Pentland     B-Century Spring Farms     T-John Pentland     D-Bob McClure

     2-Nothingcomparestou (b,f,3 - Hes Watching-Rub N Tug-Art Major)
     O-David Brown, Jim Elburg     B-David Brown, Jim Elburg     T-David Brown     D-Douglas McNair

     3-So Fia Lolita (b,m,4 - So Surreal-My American Tallia-American Ideal)
     O-Ted Hallett, Ken Glass, Michael Wade, Annemarie Colville     B-Tao Racing Llc     T-Michael Wade     D-Doug Brown

      ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

4, Wbs, $17,000, Trot, 5 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 2 (FM 3) RACES OR $20,000 (FM $25,000) LIFETIME, 28.4, 58.4, 1:28.1, 1:58.1 

     1-Tuckers Out (b,g,4 - Royalty For Life-Ruling Class-Angus Hall) $8,500, Lifetime Record: 31-2-4-7, $75,301
     O-Fred Naclerio     B-Glengate Farms     T-Gerald Lilley     D-Phillippe Hudon

     2-Tymal Riggs (b,h,4 - Kadabra-All Filled Up-Muscles Yankee)
     O-Mark Etsell     B-Tymal Farms     T-Mark Etsell     D-Louis Philippe Roy

     3-Oxford Hall (b,g,4 - E L Titan-On With The Show-Conway Hall)
     O-Ed &  Ashleigh Hensley     B-Alan Leavitt     T-Ashleigh Hensley     D-Ed Hensley

      ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

6, Wbs, $22,000, Trot, NW 6 (FM 8) RACES OR $85,000 (FM $87,500) LIFETIME, 29, 57.4, 1:27.1, 1:56.3 

     1-Beyond Kronos (br,h,4 - Muscle Hill-Oyster Kronos-Conway Hall) $11,000, Lifetime Record: 26-4-5-2, $197,166
     O-Michael &  Sam Sergi, Ecurie CSL     B-Allevamento Kronos Srl     T-Richard Moreau     D-Sylvain Filion

     2-Toccoa Falls (b,g,4 - Trixton-Falls For You-Yankee Glide)
     O-Timothy Murray, Bradley Maxwell, Kenneth Frieder     B-Fair Winds Farm Inc     T-Ashleigh Hensley     D-Ed Hensley

     3-Wings Of Speed (b,g,5 - Archangel-Independent Dame-Royal Strength)
     O-Legendary Standardbred Fa     B-Winbak Farm     T-Benoit Baillargeon     D-Mario Baillargeon

      ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

7, Wbs, $20,000, Trot, NW $12,000 LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $24,000 LAST 10 STARTS. AE: OPT. CLM. $35,000, 27.4, 57, 1:27.1, 1:56.4 

     1-Treasured Tee (br,h,6 - Yankee Glide-Platinum T-Credit Winner) $10,000, Lifetime Record: 56-12-6-9, $179,856
     O-Bradley Grant     B-James Wilhite     T-Richard Moreau     D-Sylvain Filion

     2-Derf Hanover (b,g,7 - Cantab Hall-Drink N Drive-Lindy Lane)
     O-Bradley Grant     B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc     T-Richard Moreau     D-Douglas McNair

     3-Kameran Hanover (b,h,7 - Donato Hanover-Kandor Hanover-Tagliabue)
     O-Charalambos Christoforou, Banjo Farms, Carolyn Polillo     B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc     T-Charalambos Christoforou     D-Chris Christoforou

      ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

8, Wbs, $18,000, Pace, CLAIMING HANDICAP $25,000 TO $30,000. ALLOWANCES FOR AGE &  SEX. ENTER IN MULTIPLES OF $1,000, 27.4, 56.3, 1:25.2, 1:55.1 

     1-Jewels Dragon (br,g,5 - Custard The Dragon-Whitesand Jewel-Artiscape) $9,000, Lifetime Record: 58-16-8-7, 173,128
     O-Paul Sanders     B-Seaspray Stables Ltd     T-Jodie Cullen     D-Travis Cullen

     2-Mach Impact (br,g,6 - Mach Three-Because Im Kg-Artsplace)
     O-Chris Drongosky     B-Lloyd Howley     T-Robert Don Fellows     D-Bob McClure

     3-Rays Kredit (br,g,5 - Up The Credit-Casimir Hugs-Sir Luck)
     O-Chris Matthews, Jessica Breese Karn, Glen Lyons, Chuck Miller     B-Casimir Stables     T-Chris Matthews     D-Douglas McNair

      ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?
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9, Wbs, $34,000, Trot, PREFERRED, 29.1, 58.1, 1:27.1, 1:55.2

     1-Its Academic (b,h,4 - Uncle Peter-Annapolis-Muscle Hill) $17,000, Lifetime Record: 26-14-5-2, $472,234
     O-Bradley Grant     B-GBW Breeding Farms Inc     T-Richard Moreau     D-Douglas McNair

     2-Perfetto (b,g,6 - Majestic Son-Perfect Prelude-Cantab Hall)
     O-Gerald Haggerty     B-Seawind Amt Stbs 2005 Inc     T-Dagfin Henriksen     D-Dagfin Henriksen

     3-Zig Zag (b,g,5 - Royalty For Life-Lady Donato-Donato Hanover)
     O-Benoit Baillargeon, Claude Hamel, Richard Thompson, Santo Vena     B-Garth &  Glenn Bechtel     T-Benoit Baillargeon     D-Sylvain Filion

      ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

10, Wbs, $15,000, Pace, 4 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 1 RACE OR $7,000 LIFETIME. NO ALLOWANCES, 29.2, 58.4, 1:28.2, 1:57.1 

     1-Yankee Litigator (b,g,3 - Always B Miki-Luvthebeachlife-Somebeachsomewhere) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-0, $7,500
     O-Daniel Lagace, Christopher Nicol, Fred Brayford     B-Charles Keller     T-Daniel Lagace     D-Louis Philippe Roy

     2-Marlbank Road (b,g,3 - Sportswriter-Greenwich Girl-Real Desire)
     O-Leo Fleming, Steven Papillon, Gerald Lilley     B-Warrawee Farm     T-Leo Fleming     D-Phillilppe Hudon

     3-Levi At Play (b,g,3 - Shadow Play-Wiggle Hanover-Life Sign)
     O-Jack Darling Stables Ltd     B-Winbak Farm     T-John Darling     D-Jody Jamieson

      ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

YONK ERS RA CEWA Y report

Monday's Results:

3, YR, $18,750, Pace, CLAIMING HANDICAP $25,000 - $30,000. 3 YO 50%, 4 YO 25%, F& M 20%, 28.2, 58.0, 1:26.1, 1:57.0, FT

     1-Fox Valley Inferno (g, 7, Sportsmaster--She's Redhot, by Broadway Express) $9,375, Lifetime Record: 120-24-12-13, $244,534
     O-Diana M Maglio.      B-Fox Valley Standardbreds.      T-Andrew Adamczyk.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     2-Magritte (g, 7, Somebeachsomewhere--Artcotic, by Artiscape) $4,687, Lifetime Record: 119-14-16-21, $256,744
     O-Christopher B Temming.      B-Theodore Gewertz &  Teague Inc.      T-Christopher Temming.      D-Jordan Stratton.

     3-Provocativeprincen (g, 11, Grinfromeartoear--Catherine Zeta, by Village Jasper) $2,250, Lifetime Record: 155-24-25-24, $446,367
     O-Anthony N Ventriglio.      B-G Chin, NZ.      T-Nicholas Sodano.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: NS, 1H, 1H, 1H, 1 - Finish Order: Cheyenne Reijane, Solid Asa Rock A, Givenupdreaming, Marty Monkhouser A, Jk Musicman

5, YR, $17,500, Pace, NW $15,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS. AE. WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $10,000 L5", 28.2, 58.1, 1:26.4, 1:56.1, FT

     1-Raukapuka Ruler N (g, 8, Bettor's Delight--Miss Elsie, by Elsu) $8,750, Lifetime Record: 52-16-5-1, $286,480
     O-Tritton Inc.      B-Brosnan Standardbreds, NZ.      T-Peter Tritton.      D-Daniel Dube.

     2-Heaven's Gait (h, 7, Rock N Roll Heaven--Booya Beach, by Somebeachsomewhere) $4,375, Lifetime Record: 48-16-5-4, $328,750
     O-John R Cummins.      B-John R Cummins.      T-Nicholas Devita.      D-Austin Siegelman.

     3-The Real One (g, 11, Mach Three--Elle Blue Chip, by Bettor's Delight) $2,100, Lifetime Record: 230-57-42-38, $1,328,411
     O-Helene Fillion, CA.      B-R Berthiaume Inc, CA.      T-Pat Lachance.      D-Pat Lachance.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 1H, NS - Finish Order: Mac's Jackpot, No Ordinary Man, Caviart Skyler, Flaming Flutter N, Benhope Rulz N

6, YR, $17,500, Pace, NW $15,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS. AE. WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $10,000 L5", 28.2, 57.3, 1:26.2, 1:55.3, FT

     1-Tellitsabb (g, 5, Tellitl ikeitis--Move On B B, by Dontgetinmyway) $8,750, $15,000 2017 HOOSIER, Lifetime Record: 34-14-5-1, $119,127
     O-Jeff Fought Racing &  Brian K Carsey &  Adam Friedland.      B-Mervin A Hilty.      T-Travis Alexander.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     2-Quatrain Blue Chip (g, 5, Somebeachsomewhere--Frontierpan, by No Pan Intended) $4,375, $180,000 2017 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 54-14-8-7, $144,691
     O-Gilbert Garcia-Owen.      B-Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc.      T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera.      D-Daniel Dube.
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     3-Hundie N (g, 7, Bettor's Delight--Zagami, by Christian Cullen) $2,100, Lifetime Record: 74-12-17-11, $176,762
     O-Joseph Davino &  Brad Shackman, CA &  Anthony Perretti Farm LLC &  Double The Fun Stable.      B-Mrs C M Dalgety, NZ &  A Zame, NZ &  Lang Breeding
     Limited, NZ &  D Zame, NZ.      T-Nik Drennan.      D-George Brennan.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1H, 1H, T, 2, 1T - Finish Order: Lyons King, Mohawk Warrior, Capozzo, Mach It So, Indictable Hanover

7, YR, $30,000, Pace, OPEN 1-3 DRAWN 4-5 DRAWN 6-8 DRAWN, 27.4, 57.2, 1:26.4, 1:55.4, FT

     1-Leonidas A (g, 6, Mach Three--Rogers Joy, by Art Major) $15,000, Lifetime Record: 51-25-7-6, $231,848
     O-Jesmeral Stable.      B-Roger Bazley Synd, AS.      T-Sheena Mcelhiney.      D-Austin Siegelman.

     2-Carlisimo (h, 5, Shadow Play--Putnam Mackenzie, by Grinfromeartoear) $7,500, $13,000 2017 ATL-CL, Lifetime Record: 57-15-11-5, $172,600
     O-William A Hartt.      B-Kent G &  Dan Livingston, CA.      T-Lance Hudson.      D-Scott Zeron.

     3-Ostro Hanover (g, 6, Betterthancheddar--Ozmopolitan, by Artsplace) $3,600, $11,000 2016 GOSHEN, Lifetime Record: 61-20-12-11, $396,541
     O-B &  I Stables LLC &  Kapildeo Singh &  Vip Internet Stable LLC.      B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.      T-Daniel Renaud.      D-Tyler Buter.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 9Q, 8H, 3, 1T, 1 - Finish Order: Fine Diamond, Rollwithpapajoe, Runrunjimmydunn N, Moonshine Kisses, Rockapelo

8, YR, $17,500, Pace, NW $15,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS. AE. WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $10,000 L5", 28.1, 57.4, 1:26.3, 1:55.1, FT

     1-Heisman Player (h, 5, Sportswriter--Simplyirresistible, by Richess Hanover) $8,750, $30,000 2017 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 55-9-10-12, $149,118
     O-Rick Zeron Stables, CA &  James H Walker, CA &  Howard A Taylor &  Dean Lockhart, CA.      B-Ernie Lambright.      T-Travis Alexander.      D-Scott Zeron.

     2-Kerford Road A (g, 7, Somebeachsomewhere--Just Delight, by Bettor's Delight) $4,375, Lifetime Record: 70-19-12-6, $121,076
     O-Harmon Racing Stable LLC &  Winners Circle Racing LLC &  John A Campagnuolo.      B-N Mackenzie, AS.      T-Rob Harmon.      D-Jim Marohn Jr.

     3-Mighty Santana N (g, 8, Santanna Blue Chip--Kitty Cat Anvil, by Christian Cullen) $2,100, Lifetime Record: 60-13-10-10, $145,777
     O-Michael D Deters &  Joel T Warner.      B-Mrs F A &  M L Bowden, NZ.      T-Michael Deters.      D-Tyler Buter.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 2H, 3Q, NS, 4, 5T - Finish Order: Blacklight, Yayas Hot Spot N, On The Virg, Mister Spot A, Caviart Rockland

9, YR, $20,000, Pace, NW $20,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS., 27.4, 58.1, 1:27.0, 1:56.0, FT

     1-Pyro (g, 5, Sweet Lou--Whetstone Hanover, by Somebeachsomewhere) $10,000, Lifetime Record: 64-17-5-9, $261,649
     O-Gilberto Garcia-Herrera.      B-Diamond Creek Farm LLC.      T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera.      D-Daniel Dube.

     2-Artie's Ideal (h, 5, American Ideal--Midnight Art, by Artsplace) $5,000, Lifetime Record: 50-10-16-6, $419,474
     O-Bay Pond Racing Stable.      B-Winbak Farm.      T-Erv Miller.      D-Brent Holland.

     3-Mike's Z Tam (g, 7, Bettor's Delight--Ideal Observation, by Western Ideal) $2,400, $50,000 2015 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 122-29-22-20, $518,421
     O-Patrick D Lachance &  Z Tam Stables LLC &  M &  M Harness Racing LLC &  Royal Flush Stable LLC.      B-Bay Pond Racing Stable.      T-Pat Lachance.     
     D-Pat Lachance.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 2, 2, 2, 3H, 2T - Finish Order: Redbank Blaze A, Tam Major A, Don Domingo N, Bettor Memories, Artful Way

10, YR, $20,000, Pace, NW $20,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS., 27.2, 56.4, 1:26.3, 1:56.0, FT

     1-Walkinshaw N (g, 9, Mach Three--Monaro, by In The Pocket) $10,000, Lifetime Record: 104-23-14-10, $247,250
     O-William A Hartt.      B-B A Spurdle, NZ.      T-Lance Hudson.      D-Scott Zeron.

     2-Sheriff N (h, 7, Bettor's Delight--Jen Marie, by Christian Cullen) $5,000, Lifetime Record: 21-8-2-4, $159,694
     O-Vonknoblauch Stable LLC.      B-K N &  Mrs A M Spicer, NZ.      T-Peter Tritton.      D-Daniel Dube.

     3-Keep On Rocking A (g, 9, Rocknroll Hanover--Golden Flyin, by Sands A Flyin) $2,400, Lifetime Record: 106-29-15-14, $273,537
     O-Chris J Scicluna.      B-Fred Crews, AS.      T-Michael Fiumenero.      D-Austin Siegelman.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 8H, 10Q, 3, 1T, H - Finish Order: Tookadiveoffdipper, Twin B Tuffenuff, Keystone Phoenix, Hudson Phil, Jackamino
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DOVER DOWNS report

Tuesday's Results:

7, DD, $16,000, Trot, WINNERS OVER SELECT HANDICAP FOR WINNERS OVER $9,500 (DE $11,400) LAST 5 STARTS OR WINNERS OVER $100,000 LIFETIME 
POST POSITIONS ASSIGNED, 28.0, 58.0, 1:26.0, 1:55.0, FT

     1-Swan Legacy (g, 4, Swan For All--Ladylike Volo, by Yankee Glide) $8,000, $37,000 2018 HOOSIER, Lifetime Record: 34-9-4-3, $83,756
     O-Triple D Stables Inc &  Michael G Ferriero.      B-Richard F Fry.      T-Scott Di Domenico.      D-Tim Tetrick.

     2-Perfect Stick (m, 7, Big Stick Lindy--Ackbro Ms Perfect, by Credit Winner) $4,000, $33,000 2015 Hoosier, Lifetime Record: 118-19-18-15, $242,043
     O-Allan Schmucker Jr.      B-Pond- A- Acres &  Timothy Schmucker &  Allan Schmucker Jr.      T-William Wyatt.      D-Allan Davis.

     3-Majestic Marvel (g, 7, Majestic Son--C H Meadow Miss, by Cr Renegade) $1,920, Lifetime Record: 105-23-13-18, $238,846
     O-Michael Casalino Jr &  Dylan P Davis.      B-Ronald W Corbett, CA.      T-Dylan Davis.      D-Corey Callahan.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 4, 4T, 1, 1H, 1 - Finish Order: Always Be With You, Super Fly, Pond Jumper, Quiksilvr Bluechip, Spee Club

10, DD, $20,000, Trot, OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS ASSIGNED, 27.0, 55.2, 1:24.0, 1:53.2, FT

     1-Scirocco Rob (g, 6, Explosive Matter--Fun At Parties, by Lindy Lane) $10,000, $20,000 2016 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 78-26-14-9, $525,004
     O-Lewis W Whitaker Jr &  Kathleen A Whitaker.      B-Russell C Williams.      T-Mark Silva.      D-Tim Tetrick.

     2-Northern Express (g, 5, Muscle Massive--Seducedbychocolate, by Chocolatier) $7,000, $16,000 2017 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 48-16-5-3, $145,193
     O-Arty Foster Jr.      B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.      T-Arty Foster Jr.      D-Russell Foster.

     3-Bluebird Jesse (g, 7, Jailhouse Jesse--Bluebird Swandrful, by Swan For All) $2,400, $11,500 2015 Hoosier, Lifetime Record: 105-24-19-17, $432,513
     O-Brian K Carsey &  Adam Friedland &  Casey R Myers.      B-Daryl D Miller.      T-Jim King Jr.      D-Allan Davis.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1H, 1H, 1, 1, H - Finish Order: Morairtime, Jack Vernon, Need Luck N, Justify

M IA M I VA LLEY RA CEWA Y report

Tuesday's Results:

7, MVR, $15,000, Trot, RAY PAVER SR. MEMORIAL LATE CLOSER - 2ND LEG - 1ST DIVISION N/W 4 PM RACES OR $40,000 LIFE THRU 2-16-21, 28.2, 58.0, 1:26.2, 1:55.4, FT

     1-Coconut Kate (m, 4, Donato Hanover--Cocoacabana, by Chocolatier) $7,500, $12,000 2018 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 30-5-5-2, $50,589
     O-Therl L Hensley.      B-Arden Homestead Stable &  Jacqueline M Ingrassia &  Vieux Carre Farms.      T-Peter Redder.      D-Randy D Crisler.

     2-Sm Count On Me (g, 4, Full Count--Unicornlane, by Lindy Lane) $3,750, Lifetime Record: 52-11-11-9, $75,249
     O-Michael W Medors &  Tina L Sutermeister.      B-Michael W Medors &  Tina L Sutermeister.      T-Mike Medors.      D-Chris Presley.

     3-Bluebird Deacon (g, 4, Swan For All--Little Revenue, by Revenue S) $1,800, $72,000 2018 HOOSIER, Lifetime Record: 16-3-6-3, $122,840
     O-Panic Stable LLC.      B-Daryl D Miller.      T-Hugh Beatty.      D-Kayne Kauffman.

     Replay Unavailable - Calls: 2H, 1, 1, 1H, 2T - Finish Order: Heavenly Hope, Lil' Jess, Susie D, Team L, Wow Me, Bentley Blu, Humps Peter

10, MVR, $15,000, Trot, RAY PAVER SR. MEMORIAL LATE CLOSER - 2ND LEG - 2ND DIVISION N/W 4 PM RACES OR $40,000 LIFE THRU 2-16-21, 28.3, 58.1, 
1:26.1, 1:55.0, FT

     1-Howyadoinbub (g, 4, Dejarmbro--Donna's Victory, by Lindy Lane) $7,500, $7,000 2018 Buck-CL, Lifetime Record: 12-4-1-2, $48,544
     O-Kevin D Manley &  John Brian Georges.      B-Keith Ross.      T-Bobbie Jo Brewer.      D-Dan Noble.

     2-Deswanslittlelorie (m, 4, Swan For All--Devoutly Hanover, by SJ's Caviar) $3,750, $20,000 2018 HOOSIER, Lifetime Record: 26-3-7-2, $102,325
     O-Fox Racing Inc &  R.B.H. Ventures Inc.      B-W R L Stables.      T-Christopher Beaver.      D-John De Long.

     3-Miss Smead (m, 4, Guccio--Cum Laude Hall, by Deweycheatumnhowe) $1,800, $20,000 2018 HOOSIER, Lifetime Record: 48-9-4-8, $49,784
     O-Eash Racing Stable Inc.      B-Pond- A- Acres &  Martz Creek Farm.      T-Don Eash.      D-Don Eash.

     Replay Unavailable - Calls: 1, T, 1, 1H, 1Q - Finish Order: Swan Fashion, Just For Us, Turbochargedpete, Beabob's Boss, Sundancediamond, Champagne On Ice,
     Joe Joes Violet
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RA CE RESULTS - TUESDA Y (CONTINUED)

11, MVR, $22,500, Trot, OPEN HCP PP̀ S 1-4 & 10 DRAWN; 5-9 DRAWN, 27.4, 57.3, 1:25.2, 1:54.2, FT

     1-I Know My Chip (g, 9, Deep Chip--Madeline's Crown, by Pegasus Spur) $11,250, Lifetime Record: 148-44-36-16, $1,059,688
     O-Brian K Carsey &  Black And White Stable &  Casey R Myers.      B-Kimberly A Dailey.      T-Walter Haynes Jr.      D-Brandon Bates.

     2-Black Mamba As (m, 6, Lionhunter--Happy Year, by Passionnant) $5,625, Lifetime Record: 78-16-16-11, $348,542
     O-Acl Stuteri Ab.      B-John Erik Magnusson &  Ann-Christin Lorentzon, SD.      T-Anette Lorentzon.      D-Tyler Smith.

     3-Mvp Luke (h, 6, My MVP--Calchips Choice, by Credit Winner) $2,700, $5,000 2016 OH-SEL, Lifetime Record: 57-10-14-7, $187,862
     O-Howard A Taylor.      B-Up Front Racing LLC.      T-Chris Mc Guire.      D-Josh Sutton.

     Replay Unavailable - Calls: 1, T, Q, T, T - Finish Order: Shake It Mary, Allgrooveallthtime, Fanatic, Annas Lucky Star, Merci Monsieur As, Matterlei, Muscle Fashion

YONK ERS RA CEWA Y report

Tuesday's Results:

1, YR, $15,000, Pace, M LIFE REWARDS LADIES PACING SERIES 3& 4 YO F& M 1ST LEG 1ST DIVISION ($19.90 NYS STARTING FEE), 28.1, 57.1, 1:25.3, 1:55.1, FT

     1-Flirty Forty (m, 4, American Ideal--Love You Forty, by Artsplace) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 26-4-5-5, $42,452
     O-Bay Pond Racing Stable.      B-Winbak Farm.      T-Mark Ford.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     2-Sound Idea (m, 4, Mach Three--Idalid Hanover, by Western Ideal) $3,750, Lifetime Record: 30-3-6-2, $133,915
     O-East End Standardbreds.      B-John J &  Thomas C Balzer &  Donald &  Lisa M Kayser.      T-John Balzer.      D-Scott Zeron.

     3-Pettycoat Business (m, 4, Art Major--Benearthebeach, by Somebeachsomewhere) $1,800, $50,000 2018 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 17-3-5-4, $130,973
     O-Michael Dean Robinson &  Robert A Mondillo &  R.B.H. Ventures Inc &  Gilbilly Stable.      B-Steve H Stewart &  Martin Schmucker &  Michael Dean
     Robinson.      T-Scott Di Domenico.      D-George Brennan.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 3T, 4, 3, 2, HD - Finish Order: Mouth Watering, Chuppah On, Little Sandy Toes, American Chance, Even Louder

3, YR, $15,000, Pace, M LIFE REWARDS LADIES PACING SERIES 3& 4 YO F& M 1ST LEG 2ND DIVISION ($19.90 NYS STARTING FEE), 28.2, 58.3, 1:27.1, 1:57.1, FT

     1-Dragon Roll (m, 4, Roll With Joe--Little Miss Dragon, by Dragon Again) $7,500, $50,000 2018 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 21-4-4-8, $149,073
     O-Ricky A Bucci.      B-Av &  Son Bloodstock LLC.      T-Ricky Bucci.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     2-Break The Deal (m, 4, American Ideal--Spring Break, by Dream Away) $3,750, $24,000 2018 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 19-4-3-3, $34,128
     O-Bay Pond Racing Stable.      B-Winbak Farm.      T-Tom Shay.      D-Scott Zeron.

     3-Pray The Rosary (m, 4, Art Official--Tahiti Sweetie, by Panspacificflight) $1,800, Lifetime Record: 32-6-3-4, $46,780
     O-Robert J Stasio.      B-Down The Lane Stables.      T-Carl Tirella.      D-Brent Holland.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1T, 2Q, T, T, NS - Finish Order: Ready Set Rock, Avaya Hanover, Lady In Fashion, P L Nelly, Firefly

4, YR, $15,000, Pace, M LIFE REWARDS LADIES PACING SERIES 3& 4 YO F& M 1ST LEG 3RD DIVISION ($19.90 NYS STARTING FEE), 28.3, 58.0, 1:26.3, 1:56.0, FT

     1-Turnthefrownaround (m, 4, Roll With Joe--Knockout Pout, by Western Terror) $7,500, $17,000 2018 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 30-5-7-5, $129,660
     O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  Weaver Bruscemi LLC &  Phillip Collura.      B-Kentuckiana Farms LLC.      T-Ron Burke.      D-George Brennan.

     2-Somebeachsomefra (m, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Ms Caila J Fra, by Western Ideal) $3,750, $32,000 2018 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 22-6-5-2, $60,266
     O-D Racing Stable Inc.      B-Ct Racing LLC.      T-Deborah Daguet.      D-Scott Zeron.

     3-Special Achiever (m, 4, American Ideal--I'm Just Special, by Camluck) $1,500, Lifetime Record: 37-4-5-7, $49,223
     O-Melvyn J Colby.      B-Theodore S &  Susan H Colby.      T-Peter Pellegrino.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     3-Off The Press (m, 4, Sportswriter--Dragon Flier K, by Dragon Again) $1,500, Lifetime Record: 35-3-2-6, $151,027
     O-Robert J Key.      B-Robert J Key.      T-Andrew Harris.      D-Jordan Stratton.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 3, 3, 3, 2, NK - Finish Order: Dotted Line, Make A Scene, Doc's Harmony, Lainie Hanover
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RA CE RESULTS - TUESDA Y (CONTINUED)

7, YR, $16,000, Pace, 4,5& 6 YO C,H& G NW 6 P-M RACES OR $78,500 LT., 28.3, 57.2, 1:25.1, 1:53.4, FT

     1-Mister Rebbily A (g, 5, Mr Feelgood--Rebby, by Artiscape) $8,000, Lifetime Record: 31-8-8-3, $70,934
     O-David C Kryway, CA.      B-K D Harmon, NZ.      T-Tahnee Camilleri.      D-Jordan Stratton.

     2-So Many Roads (g, 4, Captaintreacherous--City Delight, by Bettor's Delight) $4,000, $45,000 2018 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 35-5-8-6, $84,116
     O-Patrick D Lachance &  M &  M Harness Racing LLC &  Royal Flush Stable LLC.      B-Steve H Stewart &  The Bay's Stable LLC &  Daniel J Baer.      T-Pat
     Lachance.      D-Pat Lachance.

     3-Forever Fav (g, 5, Bettor's Delight--Forever Cam, by Western Hanover) $1,920, $62,000 2017 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 43-6-8-5, $80,347
     O-Gilberto Garcia-Herrera.      B-Walnut Hall Stock Farm.      T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera.      D-Daniel Dube.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: NS, 3H, 3, 2Q, 1 - Finish Order: Beach Blanket Book, Velocity Komodo, Rogerthat Bluechip, Scrappin Gold, Rockin Medicine

DOVER DOWNS report

Wednesday's Results:

10, DD, $20,000, Pace, FILLIES AND MARES OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS ASSIGNED, 26.3, 54.0, 1:22.0, 1:50.2, FT

     1-Shes Pukka N (m, 6, Betterthancheddar--Pukpuk Princess, by Grinfromeartoear) $10,000, Lifetime Record: 55-15-15-10, $223,779
     O-Peter Paul Venturini.      B-T J Armstrong, NZ.      T-Brian Malone.      D-Anthony Morgan.

     2-Anytime N (m, 7, Bettor's Delight--Corbell, by Christian Cullen) $5,000, Lifetime Record: 72-19-12-7, $187,804
     O-Kdp Stable LLC.      B-Birchbrook Breeding LTD, NZ &  S J Hooper, NZ.      T-Josh Green.      D-Montrell Teague.

     3-Soho Burning Love A (m, 7, Auckland Reactor N--Soho Bordeaux, by Western Terror) $2,400, Lifetime Record: 67-19-17-10, $372,068
     O-Richard Poillucci &  Jo Ann Looney-King.      B-R J Watson, WA.      T-Jim King Jr.      D-Tim Tetrick.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: Q, 3, 3, 1, T - Finish Order: Moments Of Joy, Infinite Symbol A, My Kiwi Lady N, Skateboard Chic, Edge Of Eternity

YONK ERS RA CEWA Y report

Wednesday's Results:

1, YR, $15,000, Pace, M LIFE REWARDS GENTS PACING SERIES 3 &  4 YO C,H& G 1ST LEG 1ST DIVISION $19.90 NYS STARTING FEE, 28.2, 58.4, 1:27.4, 1:56.1, FT

     1-Scootnroll (g, 4, Roll With Joe--Billmar Scooter, by Keystone Raider) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 21-11-3-2, $64,264
     O-Rick &  Geoffrey W Howles.      B-Gene Oldford Farms LLC &  Tyler L Buter.      T-Todd Buter.      D-Tyler Buter.

     2-Panther Time (g, 4, Panther Hanover--Darling Katherine, by Grinfromeartoear) $3,750, Lifetime Record: 37-11-11-3, $47,155
     O-Eleven Star Stables.      B-Keith E Miller.      T-Jennifer Bongiorno.      D-Joe Bongiorno.

     3-Gonnahaveonemore (g, 4, Mach Three--Katie My Girl, by Real Artist) $1,800, Lifetime Record: 25-2-4-2, $32,330
     O-Pasquale Picca.      B-Jeffery E Ruch, CA &  Murray L Brethour, CA &  David P Reid.      T-Pasquale Picca.      D-Brent Holland.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 4H, 4H, 2, 1H, 1H - Finish Order: Level Up, Rocknroll's Shadow, Surfer Beach

3, YR, $15,000, Pace, M LIFE REWARDS GENTS PACING SERIES 3 &  4 YO C,H& G 1ST LEG 2ND DIVISION $19.90 NYS STARTING FEE, 27.0, 56.1, 1:24.2, 1:53.4, FT

     1-Retour Au Jeu (g, 4, He's Watching--Desir, by Goliath Bayama) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 24-8-5-6, $48,768
     O-Latz A Luck Stable.      B-Guy Corbeil, CA.      T-Dennis J Laterza.      D-Jordan Stratton.

     2-Rolling With Sam (g, 4, Roll With Joe--Martinique, by Rock N Roll Heaven) $3,750, $55,000 2018 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 33-2-7-5, $60,994
     O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  Weaver Bruscemi LLC &  Phillip Collura.      B-Crawford Farms LLC.      T-Ron Burke.      D-George Brennan.

     3-Trevor's Ace (c, 3, American Ideal--Trevor's Bebe, by Bettor's Delight) $1,800, Lifetime Record: 12-2-1-3, $25,900
     O-Stephen B Schneider &  Bill W Siegel &  Marthe Drolet.      B-Stephen B Schneider &  Bill W Siegel.      T-Marthe Drolet.      D-Scott Zeron.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 3H, T, T, 2H, 2H - Finish Order: Odds On Brexit, Got The Mojo, Puma

RA CE RESULTS - WEDNESDA Y
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RA CE RESULTS - WEDNESDA Y (CONTINUED)

4, YR, $15,000, Pace, M LIFE REWARDS GENTS PACING SERIES 3 &  4 YO C,H& G 1ST LEG 3RD DIVISION $19.90 NYS STARTING FEE, 27.1, 56.2, 1:24.2, 1:54.0, FT

     1-Lou's Sweetrevenge (g, 4, Sweet Lou--Before The Poison, by Rocknroll Hanover) $7,500, $140,000 2018 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 36-6-5-10, $98,403
     O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  Phillip Collura &  J& T Silva- Purnel &  Libby &  Weaver Bruscemi LLC.      B-Sergent Stables LLC.      T-Ron Burke.      D-George Brennan.

     2-Diamondbeach (g, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Bettor's Chance, by Bettor's Delight) $3,750, $50,000 2018 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 17-4-2-2, $36,616
     O-Ricky A Bucci.      B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.      T-Ricky Bucci.      D-Scott Zeron.

     3-Cigar Smoking Tony (h, 4, Art Major--Brownsville Bomber, by American Ideal) $1,800, Lifetime Record: 9-4-1-1, $21,300
     O-Joseph V Betro &  Ian Behar &  Kristie Leigh Farm Inc.      B-Joseph V Betro &  Ian Behar &  Kristie Leigh Farm Inc.      T-Jose Godinez.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 4, 5Q, 3H, 3, 1T - Finish Order: Salt Life, Windemere Frank, Redding Hanover

5, YR, $15,000, Pace, M LIFE REWARDS GENTS PACING SERIES 3 &  4 YO C,H& G 1ST LEG 4TH DIVISION $19.90 NYS STARTING FEE, 28.3, 58.0, 1:26.1, 1:53.1, FT

     1-Dragon Said (g, 4, Well Said--My Drag Queen, by Dragon Again) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 30-5-7-3, $38,732
     O-Robert J Devine.      B-J L Sadowsky LLC.      T-Jennifer Bongiorno.      D-Joe Bongiorno.

     2-Sailboat Hanover (g, 4, Captaintreacherous--Shacked Up, by Western Terror) $3,750, $75,000 2018 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 27-4-4-4, $62,912
     O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  Joseph Di Scala Jr &  Frank A Canzone &  Weaver Bruscemi LLC.      B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.      T-Ron Burke.      D-George Brennan.

     3-My Pal Joe (g, 4, Roll With Joe--Ph Diagnosis, by American Ideal) $1,800, $60,000 2018 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 22-10-1-4, $85,246
     O-United Process Control Co.      B-Winbak Farm.      T-Alek Chartrand.      D-Alek Chartrand.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 2T, 7 - Finish Order: Social Theories, Stop Action, Sweet Truth, Chief Of Staff

6, YR, $16,000, Pace, 3,4& 5 YO F& M NW 6 P-M RACES OR $75,000 LT. AE: 3,4& 5 YO F& M NW 4 P-M RACES OR $50,000 LT. DRAW INSIDE, 27.4, 57.1, 1:26.1, 1:55.0, FT

     1-Vicious Circle (m, 4, Manhardt--Vivacious Raider, by Keystone Raider) $8,000, Lifetime Record: 30-18-3-7, $108,089
     O-Kelly F Goodwin &  Libby A Myers.      B-Libby A Myers.      T-Todd Buter.      D-Tyler Buter.

     2-Tipperary Hill (m, 4, Art Major--Beach Burn, by Somebeachsomewhere) $4,000, $20,000 2018 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 33-5-3-7, $75,216
     O-Brenda M Messenger &  Scott D Woogen.      B-Winbak Farm.      T-Gary Messenger.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     3-Acefortyfour Dome (m, 4, Up The Credit--Galyn Fantasy, by Island Fantasy) $1,920, Lifetime Record: 23-11-3-4, $59,678
     O-Triple D Stables Inc &  M G Stable Inc.      B-Colin A Densley Burrows, CA.      T-Scott Di Domenico.      D-George Brennan.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 8Q, 7H, 3T, 3, NS - Finish Order: Man Dontforget Me, Paige's Girl, Thundra, Stowaway Hanover

DOVER DOWNS report

Thursday's Results:

9, DD, $15,000, Pace, CLAIMING HANDICAP $25,000 - $30,000 - $35,000 POST POSITIONS DRAWN BY PRICE, 26.4, 54.1, 1:22.3, 1:51.3, FT

     1-Transitioning Joy (h, 6, Barber Pole--Joy's Choice, by American Ideal) $10,500, Lifetime Record: 78-17-18-10, $247,301
     O-Ezy Ranch Inc.      B-George Teague Jr Inc. &  Theodore Gewertz &  Joy L Teague.      T-Donald Brittingham.      D-Bret Brittingham.

     2-American Admiral (h, 5, American Ideal--Good Stuff, by Artiscape) $3,750, $20,000 2017 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 69-10-15-9, $156,520
     O-Kdp Stable LLC.      B-Brittany Farms LLC.      T-Josh Green.      D-Tim Tetrick.

     3-Gunslinger Hill (g, 6, Bettor's Delight--World Of Her Own, by Western Ideal) $1,800, $70,000 2016 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 60-16-14-10, $122,728
     O-David R Hamm &  Rodney M Long.      B-Deo Volente Farms LLC &  Louis A Willinger.      T-Chuck Crissman Jr.      D-Montrell Teague.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 2, 3, 3Q, 1Q, HD - Finish Order: Penzance Hanover, Firenglow A, Bluejeansnredwings, Seventh Secret, Bettorever, Ic A Free Spirit

11, DD, $17,000, Pace, WINNERS OVER SELECT HANDICAP FOR WINNERS OVER $7,500 (DE $9,000) LAST 5 STARTS OR WINNERS OVER $100,000 LIFETIME 
POST POSITIONS #1, #2, #3 ASSIGNED, 28.0, 57.1, 1:24.4, 1:51.4, FT

     1-Solid Gold N (g, 7, Bettor's Delight--Aquileia, by Falcon Seelster) $8,500, Lifetime Record: 35-10-3-5, $95,672
     O-Richard Poillucci &  Jo Ann Looney-King.      B-Old Ridge Services No 4 LTD, NZ.      T-Jim King Jr.      D-Tim Tetrick.

     2-Bo Mach (g, 6, Mach Three--Magnify This, by Run The Table) $4,250, Lifetime Record: 90-18-19-14, $313,346
     O-Howard A Taylor.      B-Murray L Brethour, CA.      T-Dylan Davis.      D-Corey Callahan.

     3-Jack's Shadow N (g, 7, Shadow Play--Let's Go Cullen, by Christian Cullen) $2,040, Lifetime Record: 65-17-5-9, $155,519
     O-Triple D Stables Inc &  Oompa's Farm Inc &  Robert A Mondillo.      B-Wibble Holdings Limited, NZ.      T-Scott Di Domenico.      D-Pat Berry.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1, 1H, 1H, Q, T - Finish Order: Princeoftheforest, Blazing Bobby Sox, Star Messenger, Beach Art, Sandy's Bolt, Robbie Burns N

RA CE RESULTS - THURSDA Y
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RA CE RESULTS - THURSDA Y (CONTINUED)

12, DD, $20,000, Pace, OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS #1, #2, #8 ASSIGNED, 26.4, 54.4, 1:23.0, 1:51.0, FT

     1-Tiger Thompson N (g, 8, Big Jim--Aziza, by Pacific Rocket) $14,000, Lifetime Record: 78-18-16-8, $282,364
     O-Nanticoke Racing Inc &  Joshua Davis Parker &  Stephen R Messick &  Prestige Stable.      B-H A Mcpherson, NZ.      T-Joshua Parker.      D-Art Stafford Jr.

     2-Jj Flynn (g, 8, Western Ideal--Allamerican Cognac, by Real Desire) $5,000, $35,000 2014 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 143-38-22-13, $576,392
     O-David R Hamm &  Rodney M Long.      B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.      T-Chuck Crissman Jr.      D-Montrell Teague.

     3-Itsrockandroll A (g, 6, A Rocknroll Dance--Miss Worthy Whitby, by Bettor's Delight) $2,400, Lifetime Record: 55-13-15-14, $239,894
     O-Michael Casalino Jr &  Dylan P Davis.      B-E Dewar, AS.      T-Dylan Davis.      D-Corey Callahan.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 8, 7, 5, H, 1 - Finish Order: Shneonucrzydiamnd A, Slick Tony, Numbered Account, U S Captain, Major Pocket A

13, DD, $15,000, Pace, CLAIMING HANDICAP $25,000 - $30,000 - $35,000 POST POSITIONS DRAWN BY PRICE, 27.0, 55.1, 1:23.1, 1:52.1, FT

     1-Lets Have Another (g, 5, Big Jim--Emmas Lily, by Artiscape) $10,500, $31,000 2017 LONDON, Lifetime Record: 42-11-3-4, $95,622
     O-Andrew R Glassmeyer.      B-Stephanie A &  Brian D Cassell, CA.      T-A Bobby Glassmeyer.      D-Pat Berry.

     2-Always The Sun (g, 10, Always A Virgin--Summers Soul, by Artsplace) $5,250, $10,000 2012 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 185-36-28-23, $489,017
     O-William L Sartin.      B-Birnam Wood Farms.      T-Joseph Hundertpfund Jr.      D-Allan Davis.

     3-Henry The Dragon (g, 7, Custard The Dragon--Surveille Hanover, by The Panderosa) $2,520, Lifetime Record: 34-10-6-3, $238,824
     O-Mark A King.      B-Elmer G Fannin &  George Teague Jr Inc..      T-Victor Kirby.      D-Victor Kirby.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1H, 1T, 1T, 2H, T - Finish Order: Mcboogitty, Banderbear, Stark Hanover, Imkeepnthisguy, Senor Macray A, Always Flashing A

WOODBINE M OHA WK  PA RK  report

Thursday's Results:

1, Wbs, $16,000, Pace, 5 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 2 RACES OR $20,500 LIFETIME, 27.2, 57.1, 1:27.4, 1:56.1 

     1-Bettors Donttell (b,g,3 - Bettors Delight-Donttellruss-Panspacificflight) $8,000, Lifetime Record: 9-2-3-0, $29,000
     O-Troy Mark     B-Troy Mark     T-Jean Guy Belliveau     D-Michael Saftic

     2-Noch Ten (b,g,4 - Warrawee Needy-Astrmowin-Astreos)
     O-James Downer, Auciello Stables, Jonathan Drury     B-Warrawee Farm     T-Carmen Auciello     D-James Macdonald

     3-Jimmy Connor B (br,g,3 - Big Jim-Dreamfair Orchid-No Pan Intended)
     O-Gregg McNair     B-Gerald &  Jesse Belore     T-Gregg McNair     D-Douglas McNair

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

5, Wbs, $17,000, Pace, FILLIES &  MARES, 5 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 2 RACES OR $25,500 LIFETIME, 28, 57.2, 1:26.4, 1:57.1 

     1-Nice Kitty Hanover (b,m,4 - Somebeachsomewhere-Nine Lives Hanover-Well Said) $8,500, Lifetime Record: 10-4-1-1, $38,970
     O-Millar Farms     B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc     T-Nick Gallucci     D-James Macdonald

     2-Powered By Mach (b,m,4 - Mach Three-Power Outage-Camluck)
     O-Auciello Stables, Fox Racing Inc     B-Robert McIntosh Stables Inc     T-Carmen Auciello     D-Chris Christoforou

     3-Happy Looker (b,m,4 - Hes Watching-Machbethslady-Mach Three)
     O-Donald Smith, Donna Parker     B-Donald Smith, Donna Parker     T-Barry Bird     D-Douglas McNair

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

7, Wbs, $15,000, Pace, 4 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 1 RACE OR $7,000 LIFETIME. NO ALLOWANCES, 29.1, 58.3, 1:27.3, 1:55.3 

     1-Major Makover (b,c,3 - Art Major-Mako Wish-Cams Card Shark) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 10-1-3-2, $62,458
     O-Hutt Racing Stable, Blake Macintosh, Touchstone Farms Inc, Ozzie Mackay     B-Winbak Farm     T-Blake Macintosh     D-James Macdonald
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RA CE RESULTS - THURSDA Y (CONTINUED)

     2-Century Heineken (b,g,3 - Bettors Delight-Brushstrokes-Real Artist)
     O-Ross Family Farms Ltd     B-Century Spring Farms     T-Gregg McNair     D-Douglas McNair

     3-Thinking Of Slim (br,g,3 - Thinking Out Loud-Slimsplace-Artsplace)
     O-Jeffrey Gillis, Ellen Ott     B-Jeffrey Gillis, Ellen Ott     T-Jeffrey Gillis     D-Travis Cullen

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

8, Wbs, $16,000, Pace, 5 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 2 RACES OR $20,500 LIFETIME, 28.1, 56.1, 1:24.4, 1:54.1 

     1-Better Take It (b,g,4 - Bettors Delight-Everybreathutake-Western Hanover) $8,000, Lifetime Record: 14-2-3-4, $43,126
     O-Robert McIntosh Stables Inc, Dave Boyle, Mardon Stables     B-Robert McIntosh Stables Inc     T-Robert McIntosh     D-Sylvain Filion

     2-Southwind Sandor (br,c,3 - Sportswriter-Silent Serenity-Well Said)
     O-Dianna Secord     B-Southwind Farms Llc     T-Michiel Vanderkemp     D-Scott Young

     3-Lous Delight (b,g,4 - Bettors Delight-Linden Beauty-Armbro Mackintosh)
     O-Yolanda Fellows, Arpad Szabo, Blair Corbeil     B-Winbak Farm     T-Robert Don Fellows     D-Louis Philippe Roy

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

YONK ERS RA CEWA Y report

Thursday's Results:

2, YR, $16,000, Trot, 4,5& 6 YO NW 6 P-M RACES OR $75,000 LT., 28.1, 58.1, 1:27.2, 1:58.4, FT

     1-Beerthirty K (g, 4, Credit Winner--Venus Hall, by Conway Hall) $8,000, $23,000 2018 GOSHEN, Lifetime Record: 24-5-3-3, $183,691
     O-Don P Atlas.      B-Arden Homestead Stable &  Frank J Baldassare.      T-John Berger.      D-Scott Zeron.

     2-Kasha V (g, 4, Trixton--Blintz, by Credit Winner) $4,000, $15,000 2018 GOSHEN, Lifetime Record: 31-5-5-3, $108,027
     O-Theologos Moutafis.      B-Hero Stables.      T-Thomas Corelli.      D-Austin Siegelman.

     3-Er Sophia (m, 5, Swan For All--Bewitching Karen, by Mr Bewitching) $1,920, Lifetime Record: 66-10-7-10, $53,712
     O-Brenda M Messenger &  Scott D Woogen.      B-Eash Racing Stable Inc.      T-Gary Messenger.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 8T, 5, 4H, 4H, 1H - Finish Order: Great Unknown, Look In My Eyes, Kandy Sweet, With Out A Doubt, Hayek

4, YR, $30,000, Pace, F& M OPEN HANDICAP 1-3 ASSIGNED 4-5 DRAWN, 28.3, 58.0, 1:26.1, 1:54.3, FT

     1-Demeter N (m, 6, Art Major--Weka Lass, by Badlands Hanover) $15,000, Lifetime Record: 49-16-11-8, $112,611
     O-Martin R Budkey &  A Harris Racing LLC.      B-L J Smith, NZ.      T-Andrew Harris.      D-George Brennan.

     2-Siesta Beach (m, 5, American Ideal--Nikki Beach, by Somebeachsomewhere) $7,500, $25,000 2017 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 51-12-13-6, $191,245
     O-Eric A Prevost.      B-Brittany Farms LLC.      T-Nicholas Devita.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     3-My Ruebe Star N (m, 7, Falcon Seelster--Zenola Star, by New York Motoring) $3,600, Lifetime Record: 59-18-6-5, $157,918
     O-Team Tritton Inc.      B-M Siemelink, NZ.      T-Shane Tritton.      D-Jordan Stratton.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1Q, 1Q, 1Q, NS, 2 - Finish Order: Dbldelitebrigade N, Bronskimackenzie A

9, YR, $17,500, Pace, F& M NW $15,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS. AE. WINNER IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW$10,000 L5" AE. OPT. CLMG. ALLOW. $25,000, 
28.3, 58.3, 1:27.0, 1:55.3, FT

     1-Imprincessgemma A (m, 7, Village Jolt--Melody Stride, by In The Pocket) $8,750, Lifetime Record: 57-20-15-7, $270,329
     O-Jennifer Bongiorno Stable LLC &  Joseph Bongiorno LLC &  Steve M Manzi &  Wish Me Luck Stables LLC.      B-M G &  J Davis, AS.      T-Jennifer Bongiorno.     
     D-Joe Bongiorno.

     2-Rolling Going Gone (m, 8, Roll With Joe--Long Gone, by American Ideal) $4,375, Lifetime Record: 153-27-20-26, $299,941
     O-Gilbert Garcia-Owen.      B-Ross G Bonafield.      T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera.      D-Daniel Dube.

     3-Poppy Drayton N (m, 8, Bettor's Delight--Shannara, by Elsu) $2,100, Lifetime Record: 119-21-13-27, $209,692
     O-Vip Internet Stable LLC.      B-S B &  Mrs A M Phillips, NZ.      T-Shane Tritton.      D-Jordan Stratton.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1H, 1H, Q, 1H, 1H - Finish Order: Balfast N, Malnificent, Dongal Rundlscrk N, Annabeth, Angel's Pride
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RA CE RESULTS - THURSDA Y (CONTINUED)

10, YR, $20,000, Pace, F& M NW $20,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS. AE. OPT. CLMG. ALLOW. $30,000, 28.4, 59.0, 1:27.1, 1:56.2, FT

     1-Monica Gallagher (m, 7, Mach Three--Vindecor, by Western Hanover) $10,000, $7,000 2015 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 88-27-15-9, $324,034
     O-D'Elegance Stable Ix &  Carmen Iannacone &  T L P Stable &  The Gandolfo Stables.      B-Garth S &  Glenn E Bechtel, CA.      T-Chris Height.      D-Austin Siegelman.

     2-Betterb Chevron N (m, 8, Bettor's Delight--Waihemo Anvil, by In The Pocket) $5,000, Lifetime Record: 87-26-14-14, $400,591
     O-William A Hartt.      B-Small Car World LTD, NZ.      T-Lance Hudson.      D-Scott Zeron.

     3-Caviart Cherie (m, 7, Well Said--Caviart Sarah, by Rocknroll Hanover) $2,400, Lifetime Record: 120-26-14-17, $432,899
     O-Eric A Prevost.      B-Caviart Farms.      T-Nicholas Devita.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1H, 1H, NS, T, T - Finish Order: Bye Bye Felicia, A Crafty Lady, North Star Ideal, Bye Bye Michelle, Rocknroll Annie
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